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                             ABSTRACT 

        This thesis discusses a packet switching technique which can 

   be applied  to-computei—communication networks. Present study has 

   two main  purposes.  One  is  to  develop:mathematical-  toolsJor  eval-

   uating-  and,optimizingTthe system  performance.-  Th&-other  is- to:  ex-

   ploit useful techniques for  packet  switching,- 

        In Chapter 1, fundamental aspects of packet-switching  comput-

    er-communication networks are  presented. A review of the previous 

   researches  and the problems studied in this thesis are  given.. 

        In Chapter 2, several packeting methods for dividing messages 

   into standardized packets are described. First, four types of 

 packetdng methods (i.e. Single,  Sequential, Exponential, and Com-

   plex  packeting  methods) are proposed and mathematically described. 

 Second, packet transmission  efficiency,flT is defined as the ratio 

 of  the message bits  to transmitted'  bits.. Finally, using this  nT as 

 the evaluation measure, the packeting methods are analyzed and com-

   pared. 

         In Chapter 3, delivering behavior of a packet-sequence of the 

   same message in the  network is represented by a  model and analyzed. 

   Packet-intervening action and dropping action are  defined..  Packet-

   intervening number is also defined  and _is chosen  for  representing 

   the state of the system. Considering the Markovian property of this 

   packet-intervening number, probability density function of packet-

   intervening number are calculated,  both_in transient state and in 

    steady state. 

         In Chapter 4, the prediction of average message traverse time 

   is  described-. The message traverse time consists of nodal delay at 

   each node on the path of the message in the network and reassemble 

    delay at the destination node. The former part of this chapter  (i.e. 
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        Sec.4.2) deals with the nodal delay. Introducing the Independence 

        Assumption, the communication  networle-cam  be regarded as a network 

        of queues. Further, each  nodeis  compased,of  a  tandem of  two. types 

        of  queuesji,e.. queue with  switching,sarvice,of'the CPU and output 

 queues  with  channel  transmission)  Therefare,  by  salving_theSe 

       -queueing  madels ,  delay.in  the  network-is:  obtained  Sec.4.3 

 describes:  the analysis of  reassemble, delay  Given the probability 

        density  function.  of intervening  number-  reassemble-delay is easily 

 Therefore, .  the  messageitraverse time  is obtained by  sum-

        ming up  these-elementary,deiays_ 

             In  Chapter!  5,:the  acknowledgemewt(AU).cOntrol-techniques for 

       packet  retransmission  aredescribed.  In  packet  switching, selective 

       repeat ARQ is generally  usedjar _keeping packet  from  missing. The . 

 chapter  deals  with  the'  packet-ACK  methods  on .thisARQ.. Various 

       packet-ACK  methods-  are  classified,  andtwotypes of multi-ACK control 

        techniques  are  proposed. As  performance,measures, packet response 

        time and  transmission  efficiency  can -be  used..  The. various ACK meth-

       ods are  analyzed  and  compared  regarding  these  measures, As a result 

       of this  analysis:,  itis insisted that  the multi-ACK method with  time-

       controLandpiggy-back fashion  is the best ACK method in the computer-

        communication  networks, 

            In  Chapter-6,  IsarithMic flow  control method is studied. This 

 method,prevents the  network  from:  over:congestion by forcing a finite 

 number  of  packet carriers in  the. -whole network. Permitting process 

       of external  packet.in  Isarithmic  network is represented by a model 

       of duplicated queue with  permit- and external packet. Analyzing this 

 queueing  model, the effectiveness of flow control and excess control 

       effect are  disclosed,  In.  order to  enhance the throughput of Isarith-

        mic method, some improvements  are introduced and their advantages 
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    are shown. 

        In Chapter 7, the block switching method is presented. This 

   method is a hybrid  switching which has both line-switching mode and 

   packet-switching mode. Basic principle of the method and  control 

   behavior are described. Then, comparing three types of  Switching 

   by throughput, superiority of this method is shown. 

         In Chapter-8, the conclusions obtained in this dissertation 

    are summarized. 

• •
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                           CHAPTER 1 

                        INTRODUCTION 

      With the extensive advance of computer science  and communication 

technology, the more surpassing  infomation processing systems with 

high accuracy, effectiveness, rapidity and potential ability have 

been pursued. The computer networks have been the most important 

objectives in the last decade . 

     For the purpose of resource sharing , load sharing, and huge po-

tentiality, not a few computer networks , that range from miniature 

size of the inhouse-network to the gigantic international -network , 

 have been realizing. But, most of them are constructed as the exper -

imental computer network. Thus, the development of the computer net -

work must be still at the first step . In the pursuit of higher per-

formance with more potential ability , it is quite necessary to inves-

tigate the problems of the analysis , design and  implementation  of 

the computer network. 

     The  computer network is composed of three abilities from aspects 

of the basic function. Those are: 

1) Data processing (or computational) ability 

2) Data  storing- ability 

3) Data communicating ability 

The first and the second are the essential functions of the computer . 

On connecting to the remote-located computers , the third ability is 

indispensable for the computer network .  Further, it is noted  that 

the third function is made more powerful by utilizing the computer 

itself. Thus, the computer network is not only the network of local -

ly distributed computers, but also is the systematical combination 

of these three functions. 

     This dissertation is primarily concerned with the third function 
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    of the computer network, i.e. data communicating ability, and dis-

    cusses on a packet switching technique applicable to the computer 

 network. This technique enables rapid delivering of the message, 

    efficient sharing of the transmission channel, and efficient utili-

    zation of the network capacity. Concerning to this packet switch-

    ing, the major objectives of this thesis are described  as  follows. 

    1) To develop the mathematical tools for evaluating and optimizing 

         the system performance 

    2) To exploit useful techniques for packet switching 

    1.1 Aspects of Computer Network 

         There are various types of the computer system which are called 

    as computer network. Thus, it is appropriate to define the computer 

    network.  G.D.Cole[1] defines the computer network as follows. 

         "  A computer network is a set of interconnected processors 

   which can be utilized jointly in a procedure manner, but which nor-

    mally are controlled by separate operating  systems,  and can perform 

    in an autonomous manner." 

    With this definition of the computer network, we consider some net-

    work systems and experiments. 

         There are several interesting systems in the earliest attempts 

    to connect a number of computers. Those are the  SAGE[2] air defence 

    systems, the SABRE[3] reservation system for the American Airlines 

    and so on. Then, the reliable data transmission systems with  com-

    puters are required. The examples of these systems include the 

 AUTODIN[4], the CYBERNET of CDC Corp., the DATRAN etc. 

         A star network has several advantages regarding to simplicity 

    and cost. The examples of this type are the COINS, the Lawrence 

    Radiation Laboratory OCTPUS[5], and the IBM computer  network[6]. 

    A loop network is another type of  simple and economical network. 
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  An example  of-loop-network is the  •CS  of. Univ. of California. 

       The examples of the computer networks which are  utilizing the 

 packet switching technique are the NPL network[7,8,9] and the ARPANET 

 [10,11,12,13]. The former is the experimental computer  network in 

 National Physical Laboratory  in  England. The latter is one of the 

  largest and the most ambitious networks in the various systems. This 

 network is composed of  a  large number of node computers which are 

  called as interface message processor(IMP). The large  computer (call-

 ed as HOST) is connected to each IMP. These IMPs  are  linked  together 

 by up  to  200  Kbits/sec transmission channel. 

       There are numerous other existing networks and the networks in 

 the design stages. In  this section, we describe only the typical 

  example of computer networks. 

 1.2 Packet-Switching Computer Network  

       For the computer network, three  switching methods are considered. 

 Those are: 

 1) Line switching 

 2) Message switching 

 3) Packet switching 

 The first method is sometimes called  as circuit switching or direct 

 switching. This method is the same as the dial-up system. Thus, a 

 network user must establish the path (or link) of his message,  before 

 he put it into the network. 

       On the other hand,  a network user need not establish this link, 

 in the second and the third method. In the message switching, a  mes-

 sage is transfered in the network on Store-and-Forward (S/F) way, 

 with header informations. In the packet switching, a message is  di- . 

 vided into several standardized packets, and these packets are trans-

 fered in the network  on  S/F way. 
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          Since users of computer network use large computers in the  fash-

     ion of the time-sharing, remote-access, and on-line , we can assume 

    that the traffic of the computer network has the following character-

     istics. 

    1) Messages have the short average  16ngth 

    2) Messages occur frequently 

         For these characteristics of the messages, the packet switching 

    can be considered to be more advantageous than other two methods. 

         We represent the  model of the  packet-switching computer-network 

    as  Fig.l.l. This network is composed of two subnetworks. Those are: 

 CalipLter-Camminication Network 

                                --------- 

        C.'------.....%              1111   .% 
                            . 

  / 1 

                                                  ‘ 
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1 T T     • 1 
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                                            I ..*^---      1 ....--..\          % 1  (Local Network\ 
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                        tA
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                                                                   / 
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                Fig. 1.1  Computer network 
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   1) High level network: The network of node computers (N)  con-• 

       nected by large capacity data  channels.- We define this as 

        computer-communication network. 

 2), Low level network: The network of large computers (C) and 

       terminals (T) connected by small capacity  chahnels as tree-shape. 

       We define this as local communication network. 

  This thesis deals with the former, i.e. computer-communication  net-

  work, and we regard the latter as the source and the sink of messages. 

       We will describe the basic concept of packet switching in the 

  following. When a terminal user (or a large  computer)-  intends to 

  transfer a message  to another terminal through the network, he  sends 

  the message to switching node which his terminal belongs to. . If 

  over-congestions occur  in-the network, the node rejects this message. 

  by the flow control function and the terminal must  halt this  message. 

  till the over-congestions are dissolved. Otherwise, the  node  can . 

  receive this message and can transfer to the destination through the 

 .network. We call the former as  the source node and the  latter,  .the 

  destination node. 

       At the source node, the  message-is first divided into- several 

  packets. Then each packet of the same message is  independently 

  transfered through the network to the destination node on the  Store-

  and-Forward-way.  This .  means that each packet chooses its own path 

  according to the routing procedure and is transmitted to the next 

  node as a transmission unit. To obtain high  reliability, the  adja-

  cent nodes in the network exchange the acknowledgement at each  trans- 

- mession of a packet . When the packet is correctly received,  then-it 

  is transmitted to the next node. 

       When a packet reaches its destination node, it  is stored in the 

  reassemble buffer till all the packets of the same message arrive. 

•



        Then the destination node reassembles these packets to the original 

  

- — . 

         message -and  transfers this message to the destination terminal. 

        Further, the destination sends the acknowledgement to the source node 

         that the  message is completely received, and requests for the next 

     message. _ 

• 

• 

         1.3  Design Problem on Packet-Switching Computer-Communication       

. Networks - 

• 

              In  the design  and  operation of a packet-switching  computer-com-

        munication networks, there are various problems to be investigated. 

        They  are  Classified into three classes. Those are: 

        A) Design of network structure 

        B) Design of switching node 

 -C)- Decision of switching system 

 The  fifst-class consists of the following. 

 Al)  Design of network topology 

               Channel capacity assignment . 

 1k3)-  Re-source-allocation  • 

 - 

        The second  class  consists  of the  following.  , 

 B-1)  .Design of the CPU ability  of.  the switching node (processing 

             speed) 

        B-2) Design of buffer memory size 

        B75) Decision of the functions of the  switching node 

 The third class contains the following problems.  

'  C-1) Design of packet structure  (packeting  method) 

        C-2) Flow-control method 

 C-3) Routing procedure 

 C-4)  Acknowledgement (ACK) method for packet retransmission due to 

• 

 channel  error 

        C-5) Priority discipline of packet 
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   For these design problems, the performance measures to be established 

 are: , 

   D-1)  , Total communication cost 

 D-2.) Throughput 

   D-3) System efficiency 

   D-4) Message traverse time (message  delay) 

 D-5) Reliability • 

        These three  classes.of  design  problems and the measures are 

   related systematically each  othet.  BUt, it is quite  difficult ,to 

                                                                                                  

. _ 

   design the optimal packet-switching  Computer-communication network, 

   concerning to all these. Thus, when we want to model, analyze, _ 

   estimate, and design the packet switching  network, it is  indispen= 

   sable for us to establish the  problems .:  to be solved. 

 '1
.4 Review of the Previous Researches  

• 

        During the last decade, there have been the numerous investi-

   gations in the  fields  of computer-communication network and  packet-

   switching or Store-and-Forward network. In  thia  section;.the  _brief - 

   review of  the"  previous researches  on  these  fields'.are  presented.. 

         Concerning-to the Store-and-Forward  networks(W ,network), the 

   earliest and the most basic contributions were given  by.,L.Kleinrock 

 T14] and  R.Baran[15]. Kleinrock  represented the S/F network  as a 

   network of queues and introduced the  results of  13'..J.,Burk[16]•and 

 J.R.Jackson[17] to this queueing  network.  ' Further,  Kleiniock-deriVed 

   the  Independence Assumption and  seCured.the validity of  this assump-

   tion  by computer  simulation. By  introducing this assumption, the 

   queueing network can be regarded as  a network of  independent queues. 

   Baran dealt with the distributed  communication  network  for high  re-

   liability-and-presented the basic  concept of the  packet.  switching 

   technique. 
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       We will summarize some of the representative contributions in 

 the area of each problem classified  in  'Sec.1.3. First, concerning 

 to the network structure problems, Kleinrock[14] analyzed capacity 

 assignment, and H.Frank, et  al[18] considered the network topology 

  and capacity assignment. On the resource allocation,  W.W.Chu[19], 

 P.P.S.Chen[20] investigated the optimization problem of  file allo-

  cation. 

       Second, in regard to the switching node problems, analysis of 

 buffering technique and design of buffer size are the most interest-

 ing and important problems.  Chu[21,22,23] gave the many and impor-

 tant contributions, utilizing the queueing theory.  J.H.Chang[24] 

 studied the buffer of teleprocessing system and J.F.Zeigler[25] an-

 alyzed the nodal blocking.      

-  The  .analysis  of-message traverse time (message delay) is one of 

 the  most  important problems in the S/F network, and is quite related 

 -tó  the  buffer . behaviors  of  the nodal processing and the  channel  trans-

 mission.  Kleinrock[14] gave the-basic analysis of message delay in 

 .the  -message switching network.  G.L.FUltz[26] analyzed the message 

  delay in the-packet switching, utilizing the results of Kleinrock. 

 He dealt with the priority of packets regarding to the packet length. 

       Third, there are many technical problems concerning  to:the  de-

 cision of the  switching.  system. The design of packet structure (in-

 cluding the design of block  length and format) was investigated by 

 F.B.Wood[27],  Chu[28]. They  dealt.  with the optimization of fixed 

, length of  signle block.  R.L.Kirlin[29]  studied  the type of variable 

 length-block. 

 The routing procedure is one of  the  most interesting and impor-

  tant problems and there are many contributions in this  area. R.T. 

  Prosser investigated the random routing[30] and directory  routing[31]. 
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 B.W.Bohehm[32] and Fultz[33] examined some adaptive  routing-and  ob-

tained the interesting results. Flow control is the  important tech-

nique to prevent an S/F network from over-congestion as well as 

routing procedure. R.E.Kahn[34] showed the method in the ARPA-NET. 

D.W.Davies[35] presented the Isarithmic method. According  to, this 

Isarithmic network,  W.L.Price[36,37] analyzed the behavior by  com-

puter simulation and showed the interesting results. 

     The retransmission of data network was  investigated by  R.J. 

Henice[38,39].  A.G.Gatfield[50] studied the ARQ technique on the 

satellite channel. The packet switching with this satellite channel 

is the interesting technique. Kleinrock[40],  L.G.Roberts[41] inves-

tigated the access methods in the satellite packet switching. 

1.5 Research Problems  

     Most of the contributions shown in  Sec.1.4  dealt  'with the mes-

sage  switching  network and there exist only a  few  works concerning 

to the packet switching. The results of  the message switching (i.e. 

model, analysis, measures, and technology) may be approximately ap-

plied to the packet switching, but can not cover all the  problems 

of the packet switching with sufficient accuracy. - 

      In this thesis, we investigate some of these problems and attack 

to analyze the problems which are unsolved and/or unexploited. We 

summarize them  as  follow. 

.1) Packeting methods: This means the transforming algorithm 

     from a message to several  packets.. We present four types of 

     packeting methods and represent mathematical models of them. 

     Defining the packet  transmission efficiency and packet error 

     rate as performance measures, we analyze four packeting methods. 

 2) Analysis of  deliveriftg behavior of packet-sequence of the same 

     message: Under  the fixed routing, all packets of the same 
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    message pass the same route. These packet-sequences are inter-

    vened by many packets of other messages on the traversing net-

    work. We model and analyze these processes. 

3) The prediction of message traverse time: Regarding to this 

    problem, there exist several contributions. We discuss  on this 

    problem from the aspects of two unique points. One is the gen-

    eral representation of packet composition (packet format). The 

    other  is that reassemble delay is derived from the analysis of 

    packet intervening process. 

4) Packet-ACK method: On packet retransmission, there exist 

    few contributions that dealt with acknowledgement (ACK) method. 

    We classify these ACK method and define two measures. Further, 

    we present two multi-ACK control methods. Regarding to two  meas,- 

    ures, we analyze these ACK methods. 

5)  The analysis of the Isarithmic flow control method: Price 

    investigated this problem by computer simulation, but there exists 

    no theoretical analysis. We represent one switching node in the 

    Isarithmic network as the model of duplicated queueing system 

    and analyze it. Furthermore, we present some improvements  and 

    show their advantages. 

 6) The block switching method: Concerning to the various and 

    wide characteristics of the traffic in the computer-communication 

    network, the packet switching has some disadvatages. To improve 

    these, we present the block switching method. This method is 

    one of the hybrid switchings and based upon the packet switching. 

    We describe the concept of this method and show the comparison 

    of the throughputs of three switching methods. 
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                             CHAPTER 2 

                         PACKETING METHODS 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      • 

   2.1 Introduction  

         In packet switching network, the messages are divided into stand-

   ardized packets at the source node. We call this process packeting . 

   For packeting, basically, two methods  are  considered . Those are: 

   1) Fixed length packeting 

   2) Variable length packeting 

        In the first case, only a few types of packets are permitted in 

   the network. Since the number of types of packets is small, the 

   switching process of packet is very easy in the switching node . But, 

   on composing packet, dummy bits (null bits) are added to make the 

   packet length constant. 

        In the second case, only the maximum length of packet is deter-

   mined. So each packet has a different length according to the  orig-

        . 

   inal message, and does not need any dummy bits. When a packet is 

   stored in the buffer-memory of switching node, it is settled in the 

  buffer block of fixed size which is equal to the maximum length of 

   packets. Further, in this case, switching process is more complicated 

   than the case of fixed length packeting. Thus, this thesis discusses 

   on the fixed length packeting. 

        In packeting a message, each packet is composed of a certain 

  number of segments (or blocks). A segment has a fixed length . It is 

   a transmission unit and is equal to the size of the buffer-memory 

  unit. The number of segments in the packet is determined by the 

  packeting method. The first segment of the packet has the header 

  which contains housekeeping bits. Each segment has check bits for 

   channel error detection. In most case, the last segment has dummy 

 bits to make the segment length constant. The examples of packet 
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     are shown in  Fig.2.1. 

          This chapter presents four types of packeting methods and also 

     represents them mathematically. To evaluate these methods, transmis-

     sion efficiency  TIT is defined. Through packet error rate, expected 

     number of  retransmission, and  TIT, packeting methods are analyzed and 

     compared. 

          To analyze these, the following assumptions are introduced. 

 2.1)-  The message length has an exponential distribution with mean m. 

 2.2) Channel error during transmission is independent of each other 

           and bit error rate is defined as q. 

     2.3) On receiving a packet, any channel error can be detected, and 

           when channel error occurs, the same packet is retransmitted. 

    2.2  Packeting Methods and Mathematical Models  

          Packeting method is the algorithm to compose a certain number 

    of segments  into  packet and can be mathematically represented by the 

     following four items. 

    1) The set of packets  defined  as P, whose elements are the number 

         of segments that a packet can have 

 2) P
Pm(i) : Probability that i packets occur when a message is 

                  packeted 

     3) P (i) :. Probability that a packet contains i segments           sp 

     4) Esm(i) : Expectation that i segment-packet occurs per one message 

    From the definition, Psp(i) is denoted by Esm(i) as follows. 

                 E (i) 
   P(i) =  sm (2.1)        sp  E
sm(i)  jcP 

 On the following four packeting methods,  P, PPm(i),and Esm(i) are 

     derived  and represented. 
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 2.2.1 Single Packeting  

      Each packet is composed  of one segment-packet. The set of 

packet is 

  P =  { 1  1 (2 .2) 

The probability P
pm(i) and the expectation Esm(i) are 

       Ppm(i) =-Ffim(L1-L2-L3)1-F{(i-l)m(L
1-L2-L3)) (2.3) 

                             co 

  Esm(i) =(i) i=1      sm
j=1                                                       (2 .4) 

  =  0  i>2 

An example of this packeting is shown in  Fig.2.1 (a). 

 2.2.2 Sequential Packeting  

      The messages are packeted into one-segment-packet to N-segment-

packet according to their  lengths.. If the message length x is so 

 long and cannot be included in N-segment-packet, i.e. 

 jm(N1.1-L2-NL3)+m((i-1)L1-L2+6(i-1)L2-(i-1)1,3]<x 

 ijm  (N11.-  L  2  -NL3)  +m  (iLl  -  L2  -  iL3)  . (2.5) 

where  ( j=1,2,   •  i=1,2,....,N-1 ) 

 6(i-1) = 1  i=1 

 =  0 ill 

the message is divided into  j packets of N-segment-packet and one 

i-segment-packet. The set of packets P,  P
pm(i), and Esm(i) are 

      P  = {1,2,3 ,   ,N}                                                     (2 .6) 

      P
pm(i) =  Ffim(NL1-L2-NL3)1-Ff(i-1)m(NL1-L2-NL3)1 (2.7) 
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 =  [F{jiiI(NL
1-L2,--N1,3)+m(iL1-L2  -  iL3)  }  -F{jm(NL/  -L2  -NL3)  j=0 

 +m(<i-1>L1-1,2-<i-I>L
3)+-6  (i-1)ML2}1 

 E
sm(i) • 

           7  [F-(0+1)m(NLI-L2-Nyl-F{jt(NLi-L2-NL3) 
 j=0 

             +m(<N-1?1,171..2-<N-1>yl+jP
pm(i+1)] i=N (2.8) 

 An example of  thispacketing method is shown in Fig.2.1 (b) . 

 2.2.3 Exponential  Packeting  

 The'typesof packets of this method are  2i-segment-packet  (i=1 , 
          then the set of  packets-P is 

 13-=  _   ,2  1 (2.9) 

 According to the length of  message,-packets are composed in order to 

 minimize  the;non7information bits, i.e. dummy bits which  occur in 

 patketing, and housekeeping bits. Considering a phase with the cycle 

 of  the length  Am=m(2NL1-L22NL3) and the states  (1,2,3,..,2N) in each 

 phase,-.__therange where the message  With  length x becomes j phase k . 

 state.is 

 X(j,k-1) < x  <  X(j,k)  ,  (2.10) 

 where 
        X(j,k) = jm(2NLi-L2-2NL3)4m(kLi-w<k>L2-kL3) 

          (j = 0,1,2,   ; k = 1,2,4,.....,2N) 

 X(j  ,0) = X(j-1,2N) 
                      .11 

 w(k) =  I,  aki 
                 i=0 

                      2  N - (aki  is"1-1)             k=a
keakl-2+ak2.2+ 
 The.message which  belongs  to j phase k state is  packeted  to (j+akN) 

packets  of  2N-segment-packet and  aki  packet  of:2i-segment=packet 

 (i=1,2,yN-1). The probability  Ppmfi) and  the expectation Esm(i)  are 
given by 
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           i 2N 
 Ppm(i) = I Y.  6{i-j-w(k)}•[F{X(j,k)}-FIX(j,k-1))1 (2.11)  j=0 k=1 

• 

 i 2N 
     Esm(i) = 2 2 ai,...[F(X(j,k))-F{X(j,k-1)1]                                                      icP , i#2                 _J=0 k=1'1 

• 

 =  I  [F(X(j ,2N)}-F{X(j,2N-1)}+j{F(X<j+1,0>) 
 j=0 
                                N   • -F(X<j ,0>)}]i=2(2.12) 

 An example of this packeting is shown in  Fig .2.1 (c). 

 2.2.4 Complex Packeting  

      The set of packets P of this method is 

 1").=  (2 .13) 

As with Exponential packeting, considering the phase with the cycle 

 of the length  Am=m(2N11-L2-2NL3) and the states  (1,2,..... ,2N) in each 

phase. The range  where the message with length x becomes  i phase k 

state  is 
 X(j,k-1)<x<X(j,k)                                                 (2 .14) 

where (  j=1,2,....;  k=1,2,....,2N) 

 X(j,k) jm(2N11
.-L2-2N1.,)+mkL1-(w(k)+1+S(A<k>)ImL-mk1,-3                    2 

 w(k) =
jIM"a,. A(k)Ek (mod  2M) 

                                    = 

      k =  ak0+akl•Z+ak2.22+ +a                                      kN-2N 

• 

 The message which belongs to j phase k state is divided into (j+a
kN) 

packets  of.2N-segment-packet,  6[A(k)-i]  packet  of  i-segment7packet I 

 (i=1,2,...•,2M-1) and  aki packet of  2i-segment-packet 

N-1). The probability  Ppm(i)  and the expectation  E
sm(i) are  repre-- 
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sented as  follows. 

             co 2N 

     P
pm(i)  = y 6{k-j-w(k)-1+6(A<k>-2N)),IF{X(j,k)}  j=0  k=1 

 -F{X(j ,k-1)}] (2.15) 

          / c.c  2 
 =  y  6{A(k)-o-H{x(j ,k)}-F{x(j,k-1)}]  1<i<2M-1  j =0  k=1 

            oc 2N 
    Esm(i)  = y y a,.[F{X(j,k)}-FOC(j ,k-1)}] ieP, 2M<i<2N-1               j =0 k=1'1 

           = 1 [F{X(j ,2N)}-F{X(j,2N-1)}+j{F(X<j+1,0>) 
            j=0 

 N-F(X<j,0>))]  i=2N (2.16) 

An example of this packeting method is shown in Fig.2.1 (d). 

2.3 Packet Retransmission due to Channel Error 

     On transmitting a packet to the adjacent node, the probability 

a1that one segment is  transmitted without any error is 

 a1=  (1-q)mL1 (2.17) 

where q is a bit error rate. 

Similarly, the probability  ai that i-segment-packet is transmitted 

without any error is 

 a- =  (1_q)imL1 (2.18) 

So, the probability  ei that some channel errors occur on transmitting 

i-segment-packet is given by 

 e.=1-a.=1-(1-q)imL1 (2.19) 

Consequently, the probability  E, defined as packet error rate, that 
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  (a) Single Packeting (b) Sequential Packeting  

.  ( N  =  5  ) 

AgOr Z=ZZE 

1 g   ENE Pi :Afft,g 

r 2 A-FIA  P2  Immo 
                                      SO 

3 
    -7407 

    .60 

 (c) Exponential Packeting (d) Complex Packeting 
 (  N  =  4  )  (M=  2  ,N=  3  ) 

 mg Message bits'Housekeepingbits     

1 Dummy bits  all Check bits 

m = 500  L1= 0.2 L2 = 0.04 L3 = 0.02 x = 540 

Fig. 2.1 Example of packeting methods 
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   the packet is erroneously transmitted becomes 

      = P(i).e . = 1- 2 P(i)•a . (2 .20)       iePsPiePPs 

   Then, utilizing these probability, the expected number of retrans-

   mission can be obtained. According to the assumption, any channel 

   errors during transmission can be detected at the receiving node and 

   a retransmission is required to the sending node. The expected 

   number of the retransmission of packet is derived as follows. 

        Using  ei and  ai, the mean number of transmission per i-segment-

   packet,  yi is 

     y.11i 1i21w.a.+3-e.a.+ +en-1-a.+                                        i 

 a- 1 

      (1-e.1)2  1-e. (2.21) 

   Then, on every packeting method; the  mean  number  of transmission per 

   one packet, y is 

     Y = / PP=P(i)-  1                                                       (2.22)     iePsPs 
                                                                1-e. 

   Hence, the expected number of retransmission per one packet,  w is 

                                     E-
      w =  y-1 = P (i)- 1                                                       (2 .23)  i

ePPs  1-e. 
                                     1 

   2.4 Transmission Efficiency 

        On determining the packeting  method, or further on designing 

   the channel capacity of packet-switching computer networks, the 

   efficiency of transmission is one of the most essential evaluation 

   measures. In order to measure this quantitatively, the transmission 

   efficiency  1T is defined as the ratio of the message bits to the all 

   transmitted bits required to transmit one message to the adjacent 
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    node perfectly. 

        Generally, all transmitted bits between any pair of node are com-

   posed of the following factors. 

   1) Message bits (information bits) 

   2) Non-information bits consisted of the housekeeping bits , check 

       bits, and dummy bits 

   3) Retransmitted packet bits due to a channel error 

   4) Packet acknowledgement bits (between  neighbouring  two nodes) 

   5) Message acknowledgement bits (between the source node and the 

       destination node) 

   6) Control information bits for channel control, communication-

       buffer control and so on 

   7) Route information bits 

        The first and the second indicate the bits that compose packets , 

   and the third is the retransmission packet. The fourth is the ac-

   knowledgement information that the receiving node (N
R) transmits to 

   the sending node (NT) for informing the receipt-state. Classifying 

   roughly, there are three methods about the packet  acknowledgement.t 

     i) Positive acknowledgement (P-ACK)  : Only when NR receives packet 

         correctly, it transmits ACK to  Nil. 

    ii) Negative acknowledgement (N-ACK) : Only when NR receives packet 

         faultly, it transmits ACK to NT. 

   iii) All acknowledgement (A-ACK)  : Whenever NR receives packet, it 

         informs to NT about receipt-state. 

   The fifth concerns with the acknowledgement  that the  destination node 

   (ND) transmits to the source node  (Ns), when ND receives all packets 

   of the same message. If the route of packets changes according to 

     In Chapter 5, the packet-ACK methods are discussed in detail . 
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    time, it is quite difficult to take (5) into consideration on packet 

    transmission efficiency precisely. So, if acting time is long enough, 

    it may be assumed that the message-ACK relates with its message al-

    most one to one. About (6) and (7), characteristics of transmitted 

    bits are very fluctuated according to their methods. Otherwise, they 

    may  be processed by subchannel. Hence, we do not take (6) and (7) 

     into consideration. 

         Above all, considering  (1)-(5), the transmission efficiency  nT 

     is represented as follows. 

  TIT = 12.24) 
 L1-m•ST 

     where ST is the sum  of segments consisted of packets, retransmitted 

     packets, packet-ACK, and message-ACK and is derived as follows. 

    ST = L4+ Esmi51(2.25) 
                  icP 

       ** 
     Here, L4, L5 are the rate of message-ACK and packet-ACK to one seg-

     ment length. And  (3 is classified according to ACK methods as  fol-

      lows. 

      = 1 where P-ACK 

       = y.-1 where N-ACK 

       y. where A-ACK 

     Consequently,  nT is 

       1  (2.26) 
  11T  = * 

 L14+I  Esm 
 iEP 
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  2.5 Calculated Results and Considerations 

       On the four packeting methods, packet error  rate  e, the expected 

 number of retransmission  w and the transmission efficiency  nT are 

 calculated. These results are  showa,and discussed below. On calcu-

 lating, the average message length m is  chosen  .as 103. 

      Fig.2.2 represents  q-e characteristics. When the bit error rate 

 q is in the  range from  10-7 to  10-4,  ei is small enough, so the  dif-

  ference between w and  6  is 

• 

 10-1A 

                                                          Single 
                           Sequential 

 L1=0.2L1=0.5                                                                      L

2=0.1                                L2=0.1 

            L3=0.01L3=0.025 

               N =10  Exponential 

• 

    -2 , 10  L
1=0.2 
 L2=0.1 

 L3=0.01 

                                                         N =7 

                                                    Complex 

                                                        L1=0.2 

10-3f L2=0.1 

                                                        L0.01• 

                                                    N =5 

                                                    M =3 

-   

 104 

 10-7  10-610-5 10-4 

        Fig. 2.2  Packet error rate versus bit error rate 

 (m=1000), , 
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2=0.1  -                                               N =7 
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                   M =3 
        0.5 • 

 Single 

                                           .1                            L2=9 

          0.4- 

        0.3 

 0   •  •  •                                                       >L 
               0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7  -0.8 

       Fig.  2.3 Transmission efficiency versus rate of  segment. 

                   length to message length  L1, ,in the case that 

                   check  bits,  length varies in proportion to segment               

. length  .(  L3  =  0.05  x  L1, m = 1000,  q.=  10-6 ) 
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                        E?1 
      03-e  =  / P(i)*= I Psna).c1.(1-Eci) (2.27) 

 iePPs 

   Therefore,  q-e characteristics and q-w characteristics can be consid-

   ered as the same characteristics. From Fig.2.2, it is obvious that 

 e and  w linearly change as q changes. 

        Fig.2.3 and Fig.2.4 represent Li-nT characteristics about N-ACK 

  of four packeting, where  L3=0.05xL1 on Fig.2.3 and  L3=0.05 on  Fig.2.4. 

  In both  cases, Complex packeting and Sequential packeting have  almost 

  similar characteristics and higher efficiency than other two  packet-

  ings. It is remarkable that Single packeting has low efficiency. 

       oT 

    ComplexSequential 
                                                  L2=0.1 

                /*--------L =0.05   L3=0.053 
 0.5' N =10          N =5 Exponential 

 M  =3 L2=0.1 

                    L3=0.05 

              N =7 Single 
 0.4- L

2=0.1 
                               L3=0.05 

0T- „L
i            0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

     Fig. 2.4  Trdnsmission efficiency versus  L1, in the case that 

                  check bits length is fixed  _( L3 = 0.05,  m=1000,  q=10-6) 
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     Fig.2.5 represents  Ll-nT  characteristics about the three ACK 

methods of  Sequential packeting. The transmission efficiency of N-

ACK is  20% lower than the one of ACK-free, and P-ACK and A-ACK are 

15% down to N-ACK. Here, an ACK-packet has the same length as the 

one-segment-packet. Hence, if  L4 and  L5 are  smaller than this, 

the transmission efficiency of the three ACK methods will be improved. 

     Fig.2.6 represents  q-nT characteristics.  The retransmitted 

packets affect greatly  mr, where q is larger than  10-4, but if q is 

smaller than 10-6, the effect is  negligible. 

        nT 

 A 
                              ACK and Error-free 

                                , ACK-free                           1
10° 

 0.7  . 

                             N-ACK 

                              L4=1 

 0.6  °  L5=1 

                                   P-ACK,A-ACK 

                                       L4=1 

                                     L5=1 

     0.5 

0.4 Li 
      0 0.1 0.2  0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

Fig Fig. 2.5 Transmission efficiency for three ACK methods 

                   (m=1000,  q=10-6) 
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   2.6 Conclusion  

        This chapter presents four types of packeting methods and math-

   ematically represents them. Further, as the evaluation measures, the 

   packet error rate  E, the expected number of retransmission w, and the 

   transmission efficiency  nT are defined. Utilizing these, the packet-

   ing methods are analyzed and compared. As the results, the following 

   are obtained. 

  1) Regarding  c  and  w, the Single packeting is the best. 

  2) Regarding  nT, the Sequential and the Complex packeting show al-

       most similar characteristics and have the highest efficiency. 

   3) The  E and w are linearly changed as q changes. 

   4) On condition that q is smaller than  10-5, the effects of retrans-

       mission packets on  nT are negligible. 

   5) Non-information bits in packet and  acknowledgement bits for re-

       transmission extremely affect  nT, so these cannot  be.  neglected. 

   6) As  L1-nT characteristics has the maximum value, so it is possible      

- to design the optimal packet format on nT. 

 2S



nT 
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            Fig. 2.6 Transmission efficiency versus bit error rate 
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                          CHAPTER 3 

                ANALYSIS OF DELIVERING BEHAVIOR 

               OF PACKET SEQUENCE IN THE NETWORK 

 3.1 Introduction • 

      In evaluating and designing packet-switching  computer-communi-

 cation  networt,  message traverse time is one of the most important 

 measures.  The.tessage traverse time consists  of_the transmission 

 delay and the reassemble delay. As discussed in the next  chapter; 

 the former is analyzed on the basis of queueing problems. The  lat 

 ter is, however, unique to packet switching system. We define this 

 as  the  time difference between the arrival of the first packet and 

 that  of  .the final  packet  at the destination, that belong to the same 

message. Then, the reassemble delay greatly  depends  on the number 

 of  intervening packetbetween the  packet-sequente of  the-same mes-

 sage. 

     Furthermore packet switching can be regarded as a kind of time 

 division multiplexing transmission system. In this switching, mes-

 sages are generally divided into several packets, and these packets : -

 are transmitted independently. When we watch  at a  specific,-.trans

mission channel, packets of the.same  messages-do  not always  continue, 

 but frequently packets, which belong to the various messages, are 

mixed together. Thus, the effect of this TDM is dynamically or nat-

urally given. It is interesting to investigate the grade  of  mixture 

among the  packets of the various messages. -    

• This chapter discusses on the probability density  funttion of 

 the packet-intervening  number between  packet-sequence. The validity 

 of the analysis adopted in this chapter is confirmed by the simula-

 tion on Single  packeting: The mean number of intervening packet and 

 the expectation  of intervening bit rates are derived for the various 
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    packeting methods. 

    3.2 Delivering Model 

         As described in Chapter 1, the analysis of this thesis is limit-

     ed to computer-communication networks (i.e. high-level networks) and 

     local networks (i.e. low-level networks), that consist of large com-

     puters and terminals, are assumed to be the message source and sink. 

          Further, we adopt a fixed routing procedure or a directory rout-

     ing procedure, for the algorithm that decides the outgoing channel. 

     In the former case, the overall path of packets is uniquely deter-

     mined corresponding to the pair of the nodes of the source and the 

     destination. In the latter case, the packets can select the best 

    path at that time among some fixed routings. In both cases, packets 

     of the same message take the same fixed  routing. Therefore, for 

     packet-sequence that belongs to the same message, computer-communi-

      the zeroth the first the k-th the  (d-1)- the d-th 
      step step step  th  step step 

    k  ›ic  -›1‹   >14 

                  1( \I-1 

                   qk qd-11 qd 

   packet-  reassem            i
ng                                                         bling 

   message mes age 

              Fig. 3.1 Network model 
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cation network can be transformed to a series-type network  shown in 

 Fig.3.1.   

- As shown in  Fig .3.I, the messages are packeted at  the node  N 
 0' 

and then  packet-sequence is transmitted to the destination through 

 several nodes. In this transmitting  process ,_Some packets of other 
 -messages  are -intervening packet-sequence . At the destination node 

 ND, packets are restored untill all packets of the same message  ar-
rive and then they are reassembled  to the original message . 

 Each switching node in the network is represented by a model 

shown in  Fig,3.2. The input and the output control  buffers  are taken 

as one-segment length.  Similarly ,  transmission  and reception between 
 switching  nodes  are performed , taking  a segment as  a  unit  length. 

     When all the segments  in•one packet are  received , the channel 
is opened and another packet can utilize it . The received packets 

 C  P  U 

                     input control output control 

• 

                buffer. buffer 

    marked,input channel4  ,I, marked output channel 
L.      L

o 

  

.s^ 

                

-  ----store-and-
put  --r-- output 
annels  L.  : forward buffer  I  channels 

                                                            1 

                                                    / L0 

• 

                          ._reassem-
                                             bling  

    message message 

                                                             Fig..  3'.2' Switching node  model 
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 are  stored  in the communication buffer and subjected to be switched .           

. Now, we define the source node and the output channel to the 

      first node as the zero-th step as shown in  Fig.3.l. Similarly , the 
      k-th node and the output channel to the  (k+1)-th node are . defined 

      as the k-th  step, 

           Furthermore, the  following,:assumptions are  introduced  for  anal-

       ysis. 

      3.1) The  averagernumberOf packets  that arrive from channel i and 

           are transfered through channel  j is denoted by rCk) . So the                                                     ij 

            input  traffic  at  anode Nk is given by the  traffic  matrix . 

                 irk=-1*Ck1ij) 1 • 

 3.21 The  time:required for switching process  (i.e. error detection, 

            output channel control  etc.) at switching node is much  smaller_ 

 than  the;transmission  tinleancl-call.  be neglected. 

 3.3) The  transfer  of  messages  fromthecommunication buffer to the 

 reassemble buffer  is so fast that messages  cannot compose queue. 

 3.4j A  utilization  factor ofeach channel is sufficiently large and 

            null-transmission time between  tWo.packets in the same message 

           is negligible. 

      3.5) In  Fig.3.2, the  packet,._  generated at  node N can be considered 

           to be transmitted through an input channel. Similarly, the 

           packet terminated at node N can be assumed to go out through 

            an output  channel. 

      3.3 Definition of Packet Intervention  

           In the packet switching, switching tasks at each node and  trans-

      mission are  perforted by taking a packet as a unit. However, trans-

      fer control and reception control at the nodes are performed by  tak-

      ing-4 segment as a unit. Therefore, sometimes several packets are 
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   received and/or  sended  through different  channels.  simultaneously: 

   When a packet-sequence of the same message  traverses in the network, 

   packets  Of different messages  mayintervenebetween„this sequence. 

   Then, the definition  Of packet intervening, dropping of intervening 

   packets, and the intervening number of packet between two packets in 

    the same message,  are  given in the following. 

   Definition  '3.1 In Fig.3.2, let us denote the packet-sequence by 

    (....P1,2',...), which arrives at thenode sequentially from an in-

   put channel  Lo.  Now,  we consider that, during the  receptiOn of packet 

   1)2-after  the-completion,  of the  reception of thepreceding packet  P 

   packet  PQ, whose output channel is  Li  as  P1 and P2, is completely 
   received from one of the input channels  Li. Then, the packet  Pi;  in-

   tervenes between packet  P1 and P2. So, the packet-sequence which is 

   transmitted to the next node through channel  Lo is denoted by (.... 

• 

   P1,P0'P2''""). We define this as packet intervening. 

   Definition 3.2 In the packet-sequence (P'P'P'.) which                                   DI'0'03 , 

   intervenes between P1 and P2 at the reception from an input channel 

   Li, some packets (for example  P62,...., v3may be  transfered  through 
 an output channel L-owhich  differs  frOm the output channel Loof -  '- 

   packet  Pi and P2. Since the  packets  do not  pass  Channel  Lo , they 

   do not intervene between P1and P2on transmitting via channel  Lo. 

   Therefore, these  packets are considered to be withdrawn  from-the  in-

    tervention   between P1 and P2 at the instance  when-:the reception of 

   these packets is completed at that node. The  remainder  (i.e.  P-op 

   still intervenes between P1 and P2 at this  step. 

   Definition  3.3 The intervening number  nka.t'the k-th step between 

   P1 and  P2  on the output channel at the k-th  step.  'It is assumed here, 

 that  Pi and P2 are  adjaCent packets belonging to the same  message, 

   and that the intervening packet between them belongs to a different 

• 

    message. 
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3.4 Markov Property of Intervening Number   

. • To analyze the probability distribution of the intervening  num-

ber,-we introduce the following two approximations. • • 

Approximation  3.1 The number of segments  in the packet is given 

 by  the probability density function Psp(i).t. 

 Approximation 3.2 The dropping of intervening packets at any step 

occurs independently and randomly. 

     Considering these approximations, the  intervening ,  number  nk  at 

the  k-th step  is only dependent on the intervening  numbernk ../ at the 

 (k.1)-th  step. So, we represent  nk as follows. 

       nk =  nk -1 +(3.1)                      nint ,k-1- ndrp,k-1 

whereni.nt
,k-1is the intervening number of packets that are gener-

ated at the  (k-1)-th step, and  ndrp
,k-1 is the dropping number of -

the intervening packets which are withdrawn at the  (k-1)-th step. 

     Now,  we-denote by  Sn the state that the intervening number is 

n.  Further,'  we  express  by  Xk the state at the  k-th step. So, Xk = 

S
n means that the state at the  k7th step is  Sn. Since Xk is only 

dependent on  Xk_l, it is clear that the  statesequence (Xk) forms a  -

simple Markov chain containing enumerable infinite number of the 

 states,: 

     We define the state probability vector  Sic as  follows.' 

  g-{PPP} (3,„2) 
    kk0"kl'ki' 

where  Pki means  the probability that the intervening number at the 

k-th step is i. 

     At the  zero-th.,step,  the message is generated  and  packeted 

 within_amuch  shorter  time  than a packet transmission time, and then 

 packet-.sequence is  transmitted,  sequentially to  the,  next  node,  There- 

:  
t This probability function is described in Chapter 2. 
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fore, no intervening takes place at this step and the state  probabil-

ity vector has  the following initial vector  So. 

  SO=0, 0,   (3,3) 

 For,obtaining  gi..at anode k, we need  Sk_i and the state transition 

probability  matrix4k-1,k. The element tic-1) .of the  (i+l)-th row                                   1j 

and the  (j+1)-th  -column in this matrix ik -1 ,krepresents the state. 

 transitionprobabilityfrom'stateS.at the  (k-1)-th step to state 

Siat the k-th step. Utilizing these matrices, the following rela-

tions are established. 

 Sk =  gk -1k-1 ,k 

     =  g0-T0
,11,2  Tk-1,1  (3.4) 

                              (k Here
, the state transition probabilitytij)is represented as follows. 

• 

     tij) =  Pin =j/n=i1  -kk-1 (3.5) 

 The'intervention-generating number and the dropping number are inde-

pendent each other. Thus, Eq.(3.5) is rewritten as follows using 

 Eq.(3.1). 

      (k       t
ij) =  ndrp,k=j-i  /-nk-1=i1- 

                  n=x. / n=il                   int,kk-1                  x .-x=j-i              d 

                   x PInd rp,k=xd  /  nk-1=i}] (3.6) 

where x1.and  xd are non-negative integers. In the next section,  we 

obtain this state transition probability and further the state  prob-

ability  vector_Sk, by analyzing these dropping probability and the 

intervention-generating probability. 
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3.5 Probability Density Function of Intervening Number  

     In the previous section, it is shown that the intervening num-

ber at any step forms a simple Markov chian and the initial  state 

probability vector is given. At  this  point, we need  only to  know the 

state transition probability matrix  Tk_i ,k. The element of this           (
k-matrix (i.e. t1).=PInk=j/nk -1=il) consists of the dropping proba-

bility and the. intervention-generating probability. In this section 

 we derive  these  probabilities and mention the limit distribution of 

intervening number for  infinite step number. 

3.5.1 Intervention-generating Probability 

    We have defined intervening-generating probability as the  prob-

. ability that a packet of other messages intervenes between adjacent 

packet  Pi and  P-2 of the same message. 
     Because of a large number of input channels,  arrival of packets 

 at  each node is random. Hence, the generation of intervening packets 

is also random. In one-step transmission, the number  of packets that 

newly intervenes between  P1  and  P2 depends on the time  Separation  of 

the reception of P1 and P2 at the node of this step,  and  the average 

intervening number per unit time, i.e. the intervening rate. At the 

k-th step, we denote the former by dk and the latter by rk. 

    The  time separation dk depends on the intervening number nk _i 

at the  preceding  step, the number of each intervening packet and the 

transmission time of one segment i.e.  uk.t From Approximation 3.1, 

the total number of segments which are transmitted on the  (k-1)-th 

channel from the receipt time of P1 till P2 is  completely- received 

at the k-th node, is given by the probability density function  Pseg(i) 

  We define this  uk as  transmission-unit-time. 
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                                                   nk -1+1 

    P (i/n )1=  { TT P(id}3-11k-1    seg k-1+4L=1SP 
                            -'2.(n+1)=i 

         t= '0 0<i<nk-1(3.7) 
     Letting the channel capacity at the  Ck-1)-th step be  Ck_i, the 

time required for transmitting one segment,  ut ...1, is given by 

                 m-1,1 
   •u-=- 

  k-1 Ck-1  (3,8) 

 where m is the average message length and  Li is the  ratio  of one 

 segMent length to m. From Assumption 3.4, there is no  null time on 

transmitting channel between  Pi and P2. Thus, the time difference 

dk is given by 

 Pr°124c1k=i•uk-11 =  Pseg(1ink-1) (3.9) 

     The average intervening number  rk means the average number  of , 

packets which arrive from channel  Li besides  Li and are transfered 
through  Lo. . Now,  rk is given by 

  * k) 
   rk=

iefL-1r.(,(3.10)                        1,'0             0 

So, the intervening  rate  Xk, which is the average intervening number 
per transmission-unit-time, is given by 

  kk  =  uk -l.rk  (3.11) 

     Therefore, when the intervening number of the  (k-1)-th step is 

equal to n, the intervention-generating probability  P
int(i/n) that 

i intervening packets occur at the k-th step is given by 

 (n+1)•max1P1 * - 
     Pi-11,t(i/n) = {yak} }lexn(jiA*I  l' ,[Pseg(j/n).  k k-] (3.12) •  j =n+I ! 
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.  3.5.2. Dropping Probability of Intervening Packets           

. The packets which drop at the k-th step belong  to the  interven-

     ing packets at the  (k-1)-th  step- Thus, the dropping  number of the 

     intervening packet at the k-th step depends on the intervening  num-

. 

     ber  nk _i at the  (k-1)-th step  and the dropping rate  qk at this step.       

. The dropping  rate-qk is defined as the ratio of the traffic 

   •. which transfers through  L; besides  Lo, to  all input traffic from 
     channel  Li. So,  qk is given by • 

                 r(k) 
              Jc14 Li'i 

 clic7  .
v  r  (k) (3.13) 

 jcil.0  Li'j 

 From Approximation 3.2, dropping of each intervening packet  oc-_ 

     curs independently with probability  qk. Thus,  ifis  clear that the 

     number of dropping packets at each step obeys the binominal  distribu-

     tiOn  with rate  qk• If the  intervening  number  nk ....1 at the  (k-1)-tiv. 

     step is equal to n, the probability  Pdrp  (i/n) that i packets  are 

     dropping at the  k-th step among n packets is given by 

      Pdrp(i/n) =  nCi  n>1 

         = 1  n=0,  i=0 (3.14) 

     3.5.3 State Transition Probability 

         As represented in  Eq.(3.5), the state transition probability tg) 
     is the probability that the intervening number  nk of the k-th step 

     is  J, under the condition that  nk _i is equal to i. Adopting  Pint(i/n) 

     and  Pdrp(i/n),  Eq.(3:6) is rewritten as follows. 
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      t(k) = y [Pfni=x./n=il     ij ..nt,kk-1                    x.-x=3-1                d 

                    x  Pfild rp,k=xdink-1=01 

                     x.-x 

          =/(Pi ntfxi/il x  Pdrpfxd/ill                                                               (3.15)=3-i 
               d 

Therefore, from Eqs. (3.12), (3.14), and (3.15),  tip) is represented 
as follows. 

       Ptran(k)(S. S.) =
i011.01kql.(1-qk)1-i  3= 

         (i+1).max1P1 n+1 
         x[{  (TT P„<i r>)                         n=i+1  j

i+j2+-..+ji+1=n  r=1 

              * l+j-i * 
                 (n•Ak)  exp(-nAk ) 
    x i}i<j 

    P..=.0q+         tra)n(SS)i=0IZ+i-jk-i-j-(1-qk)j-Z 

                           (i+1)•max{P} n+1 
     x [ (TT P`i>) 

 n=i+1 r=1spr 

                       * Z*  (
n•Ak)  exp(-n•Ak)       

x    l/ i>j (3.16) 
 Z! 

where j
rcP 

3.5.4 State  Probability  and the Limit Distribution 

    Given channel capacity Ck and traffic  matrix  ilk at each  step., 
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 we can obtain the intervening rate Ai and the dropping rate qk and, 

 further, the state transition probability matrix  Tk _i ,k. With this 
 matrix  Tk 71,k and the initial state probability vector  go, we can 

 derive the state probability vector  Si at  any step, from Eq.(3.4). 

      If we want to define the probability density function of the 

 interveningnumberla(i) at the  k-thstep), this 
 function can be obtained easily by  the vector  Sk as follows. 

 f4)(i) =  Pik                                                     (3.17) 

 where  Pik isthe  (i+I)-th elements of  gk. We note that this function 

 is utilized for deriving the reassemble delay in the next chapter. 

      Now, we discuss the limit distribution of this vector  Sk. When 

 the network under consideration is uniform, the input traffic matrix 

 and the channel capacity at each step are equal,ti.e. the following 
                   - - 

 condition 

       =  X0  '  qk = q0  ' =  CO  k>0 (3.18) 

 is established. Then, the state transition probability matrix is 

 equal at  all steps. 

 T1
,2k-I,k= TO(3.19) 

          - 

 Hence, from Eqs. (3.19) and  (3.4), -the state probability vector Sk 

 can be simplified as 

   Sk- g0-(T0)k (3.20) 

• 

   This situation may not be realistic, but in a few special case 

  (for example, in a loop computer network),  it .is interesting to 

  consider this situation. 
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When and  qk satisfy 

 Ak•clk•(1-clk) (3 .21) 

all the elements of T*k-1,kbecome  positive. 

    Therefore, the state sequence (Xk) of intervening number  forms-

a  strongly ergodic  Markov chain. Therefore, the following are  estab-. 

lished. 

 lim (T0)n = T(3.22) 
 n+00 

      g0080to  =•(3.23) 

The limit of the state probability vector is easily obtained as the 

solution of the following. 

 g = g000(3.24) 

3.6 Numerical Results and Consideration  

    To examine the validity of two approximations, we  compare analyt-

ical results and simulations on the probability  density function 

fint(i). In simulations, two approximations are not introduced. We. 

consider a three-step network with four nodes in series as shown  in 

 Fig.3.1. 

   The simulation is made by use of  SOL(Simulation Oriented Language) 

of FACOM 230/60 Computer in Kyoto University. Fig.3.3 shows the ' 

calculated and the simulation results for L1'=0.5L2=0.1'L3=0.0 

                                                                                                         ' No=0.3 and q0=0.6. A good agreement  is'seen between the results . of 

theory and simulation. We can insist that two approximations are 

 Very suitable. 

    As numerical examples, some results are presented. We select 

t L2 and L3 are defined in Chapter 2. 
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Fig. 3.3 A comparison between theoretical value and 

          simulation value on Single packeting method 
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 three packeting methods, i.e. Single, Sequential  (N=10), and Complex 

 (4=3,N=5). The parameter  L1, L2, and L3 were determined such that 

the transmission efficiency  nT is almost equal for the three systems. 

The dropping rate is q0=0.6 and the intervening rate  Ao is varied 

with channel utilization factor. 

      Fig.3.4 shows the average number of intervening packets versus 

the channel utilization factor p. Fig.3.5 shows the ratio of the 

average intervening bit length to the average message length versus 

p. The Complex packeting has the minimum of the average interven-

ing number and the  intervening  bit length rate. The Single packet-

ing has, however, the maximum. These figures show that in the Com-

plex packeting, packet-sequence of the same message is concentrate-

ly transmitted in the network and in the Single packeting, the 

packets are spread in broad time band. 

 Therefore, in the Complex packeting, the packet-arrival inter-

vals of the same message are small, which is very advantageous in 

the design of the reassemble buffer.  Fig.3.6 shows the probability 

distribution of the intervening number for  p=0.6. Fig.3.7 shows the 

average intervening  number -versus the number of steps, k  for p=0.6. 

The Sequential and the Complex packetings exhibit convergence of the 

average intervening number with an increase of the number of steps. 

The Single packeting has a convergence value of 10.03. 

     For  A0<0.5 and  q0>0.6, the state probability for above S80 is 

extremely small and can be neglected. Hence, numerical calculation 

is made with the maximum number of  states as 79. 

3.7 Conclusion  

• 

     In this chapter, the probability density function of packet in-

tervening numbers in  the computer-communication networks has been 

analyzed on the basis of single Markov chain. The effectiveness of 
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              q0=  0.0  Complex 

 k  =  15  N  =  5 
 M  =  3 
                                                                  L1= 0.2 
                                                                     L2=  0.1 

                    5 

 0.5  1.Q 

 Fig. 3.4 The average number of intervening packet versus 

                         channel utilization factor ( L3  = 0.0 ) 
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  the analysis has been confirmed by the simulation. 

        Furthermore, on the expectation of the  intervening number, var-

  ious packeting methods have been compared and it was found that the 

  Complex packeting method is the best. 

       These analyzed results are employed to analyze the reassemble 

  delay in the next chapter. 

       Intervening bit  length 

       Average message length 
                                                    Sequential 

 N  =  10             cle0.6 L
1= 0.2  k  =  15 

L2= 0.1 
                10 - 

                                    Single 

                                          L1= 0.5 
 L2= 0.1 Complex 

 N  =  5 
 M  = 3 
                                                             L1= 0.2 

    5  - L2= 0.1 

  0II p 
            0.5 1.0 

        Fig. 3.5  Intervening bit rate versus channel utilization 

                    factor ( L3 = 0.0 ) 
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Fig. 3.6 The intervening probability distribution 

 (  L3  =  0.0  ) 
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     Average number of 

    intervening packets 

                                    Single 

                                                     =0 .5                                   L1 
         6  L

2=0.1 
                                             Converging to 

                                                 10.03 

         4 

 SeAuential 

 N  =10 

                                                      =0.2                                    L1 

 L2=0.1 

                                            Converging to 

 22.72 

                                  Complex 

                                       N=5, L1=0.2 

                                      M=3,  L2=0.1 

                                      Converging to 1.91 

 0 Number 

         5 10 15 steps 

Fig. 3.7 The average intervening number versus  t
ne number 

           of switching  steis ( L3 = 0.0 ) 
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                          CHAPTER 4 

               ANALYSIS OF MESSAGE  TRAVERSE  TIME 

4.1 Message Traverse Model 

      In evaluating or designing the  computer-communicati
on networks, 

message traverse time is one of the most important 
measures. This 

problem was previously studied by some researchers and representative 

work have been done, especially by the analysis group 
of ARPA-NET. In 

this chapter, we will discuss on this problem f
rom the aspects of two 

unique points. Those are: 

1) Packeting methods (i .e. packet composition) are generally repre -

    sented by the mathematical model shown in Chapt
er 2. 

2) Reassemble delay is derived from the inter
vening number of packets 

    between packet-sequence of the same message . 

    As in Chapter 3, we adopt a fixed routing proced
ure or directory 

 routing procedure . Then, the network may be rewritten as the  net -

work of series node in Fig .4.1. The message traverse time  t
M can be 

described as follows . 

 tm  =  tC  N It (i) + t(i)} + t(d) + t
R+ tNdCd                                                     cpu              s s iePathiN

s'NdcPu 

                                                    (4.1) 

where: 

       tC
sNs: Transfer time from computer  Cs to node  Ns 

       t(i) : Waiting and service time of the CPU at node N . cpu  

 t(i) : Waiting and transmission time of the channel from 

                 node  N. to node.                                         N
14.1 

       tR : Reassemble time at node Nd 

             : Transfer time from node Nd to computer Cd       tN
dCd 
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Wecallsumof trans-                  cpu 

fer-time (i.e.  tc  N and tN  c  ) between the  switching'node and the 
 s  s  d  d 

computer is much  smaLldr than the transmission time on the channel. 

 So. we neglect it. Hence, to obtain this message traverse time, we 

must analyze the nodal delay  (t(i) +t(i)),CPU service time t(d) 
                                                                       cpu'  cpu T 

and reassemble time tR at Nd. Investigating these, network model 

is divided into two processes. 

1) Transmission node process: This process handles nodal delay en-

    countered in passing through each node on the fixed path between 

    Ns and  Nd. 

2) Reassemble  Process: In this process, the reassemble delay, that 

    is defined as the time difference between arrivals of the first 

    packet and the final packet in the same message, is analyzed. 

Assumptions required in  thiS analysis of both processes are summa-

rized as follows. 

 Node  Ns Node N1  Node  N 

 Computer Computer 

 Cs  • Cd 

      Fig. 4.1 Network  model 
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   4.1) For one input channel , arrival of message has the Poisson  dis-

         tribution which has A as mean per unit time . By packeting this 

         message, arrival of packet has the Poisson distribution
, too, 

         that has  M•A as mean, where  A is  the  average number of packet 

          in one message. 

   4.2) The service time of the CPU at each node has the exponential 

         distribution of 1/p
cpuas mean. 

   4.3) Whenever a packet is received at a node , a certain number of 

         segments is newly chosen for this packet with probability P
sp(i). 

• 

   4.4) The capacity of the channel between node  N
i and  Ni+1 is given 

        by  Ci. For simplicity, we assume that  C
i at  any)node is equal 

          to C. 

  4.5) At the destination, the number of intervening packets between -

         two adjacent packets in the same message is given by the prob -

         ability density function of the packet intervening number 

            (i), that is derived in Chapter 3.          fint 

  4.6) Node memory which is utilized for store-and-forward buffer and 

        reassemble buffer is assumed to be infinite. 

  4.7) Transmission channel is slotted by one-segment transmitting 

          time. 

  4.2 Analysis of the Nodal Delay 

       As shown in Fig.4.2, packet which is received at each node is 

  processed by the CPU (i.e. error checking and routing control etc.) 

  and the next node is decided. When this node is the destination of 

  the packet, it transfers the packet into the reassemble buffer
, and 

  otherwise comes into a queue of the  channel for the next node . 

        Each node consists of a tandem of two types of queue . Those are 

    Psp(i) is discussed in Chapter 2. 
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 1) Queue with switching service of the CPU 

 2) Output queues with channel transmission 

 The second queues are composed at every output channel . From Assump-

 tion 4.6), buffer size of a node is infinite . So  two  types of these 

 queues can be assumed to be independent of each other . We divide 

 model of nodes into two queueing models and analyze them . 

 4.2.1 CPU Model  

      In this model, we can obtain the waiting time and the service 

time at CPU in the node. By Assumption 4 .1), packets arrive from 

each input channel, having the Poisson distribution with me
an  if•x. 

 Output-Queue  1  Channel 1 

                                              > 

   Channel  2 

   )Queue of the CPU 

                                                                                                                           • 

                 C P U 

                        v______— 

 Reassemble  i  Output-Oueue
,j Channel  j 

                buffer 

       (  CPU  Model ) ( Transmission Channel Model ) 

     Fig. 4.2 Nodal  model 
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 Let the number of input channels be  NI, arrivals to the CPU have the 

       same distribution with mean  NI•M•A. The service of the CPU is the 

      exponential distribution with mean 1/p
cpu. Hence, this CPU model is 

 M/M/1 model in the queueing theory. The queueing time of the CPU at 

      node  N1, is given by 

          1  
                                                          (4.2)              Tcpu  (1-p  ) 

      where p
pis the utilization factor of the CPU and is defined as' 

       follows. 

 NI•M•X 
 PP  =  u  (4.3) 

       4.2.2 Channel Transmission Model 

           After CPU-processing, packet comes into the channel queue to be 

      transmitted to the next node. Since CPU service has the exponential 

      distribution, packet arrival at the channel queue has the Poisson 

      distribution with mean  M•X. Each packet is composed of one or a cer-

      tain number of segments. So, arrival of segment has a bulk-Poisson 

      arrival with mean bulk-size P. The P is the average segment number 

     - in one packet . 

           The packet transmission time has the special distribution that 

      depends upon the probability P
sp(i). But, when we consider segment 

      composing packet, the transmission time of the segment is constant . 

      So taking segment as a unit, this channel transmission model repre-

      sents queueing model of the bulk-Poisson arrival and constant service . 

           We have defined a transmission unit time u as the time which 

      is required to transmit one segment length . 

             u  =mCL1(4 .4) 
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   where m is the average message length and L1 is the ratio of  a seg-

   ment length to m. The average number of packet  arrival per u to one 

   channel is denoted  byA
n and given by 

 u = (4.5) 

        Now, we obtain the probability distribution of segment arrival. 

  When the  number of arrival packets is k, the probability that the 

   total number of segments is i, is given as follows. 

                          k 
     P(i/k) =  { P (s.)1  i>k>0 

                  s1+S2+Sk=i  j=1sp 3 

    = 0 i<k (4.6) 

  Hence, the probability  Pi n(i) that the number of input segments per 
  u is i, is given by 

              i (Xu )i.exp(-X u)     P . (i) = •P(i/k)  i>0 
             in  k=1 

       =  exp(-A
u)  i=0 (4.7) 

  From Assumption 4.7), we consider that the transmission channel is 

  slotted by one-segment transmission  time  u. Now, let us observe  the 

  number of segments in the queue of the channel at the end of the 

  slotted time.. At a time instant  t
n, this number only depends upon 

  the number at  t
n-1 and the number of segments in new arrival packets 

  from  t
n-1 till  tn. Therefore, the number of segments in the queue 

  at this time composes the imbedded Markov chain . We denote by Pi(c11), 

  the state probability that the number of segments is k at time  t
n in 

  the queue. Utilizing Eq.(4.7) and the state probability at t
n_i, 

  the state equations at  t
n are given by 
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 p(n)  = P.(n)e(p(n-1) p(n-1))                            1 

 p(n)  = p. (0).pC111) + 7 p. ric_44.11.pn-1) p . (10.p(n-1)             J k+1 L in in' ' 0                                 i1 

 p(n) =                                              ( 
   i=0 1(4.8) 

        Under the condition that the effective channel utilization factor 

        denoted by  pc is smaller  than 1,  i.e. 

        p =  Au•P =  R•P•A•u  <  1 (4.9) 

        the state equations shown in Eq.(4.8) are converged to the steady 

        state equation as time increases to infinite . We denote by  Pk,  the 

        state probability that the number of segments in the queue is k. 
        Thus, the steady state equations are given by 

              Pk =  Pin(0).Pk+1 
i/1Pin(k-i+1).PiPin(k).P0 

                                           = 

    y  P. = 1 (4.10) 
                i=0 

        Hence, the average number of segments in the queue ,  Ls is given by 

    Ls =  i•P. (4 .11)                1=0 1 

        From  Little's formula, the average queueing time of segments
,  Ws 

        becomes 

 L  •  u 
   Ws A

u.134.12) 

        Here,  Ws is the  queueing time of one-segment . Thus, the average 
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queueing time of i-segment-packet,  Wi  is given by 

  Wi =  Ws +  u(i-1) (4.13) 

Therefore, the expected value of the queueing delay of packet, TT 

is given by 

       TT = P
sp(i).W. 

                           1 

           icP 

   =AP -  1).0 (4 .14) 
                   u.13 

Thus, we can obtain the transmission delay on any node. Therefore 

the nodal delay can be given by the summation of the CPU service 

time and the transmission delay . 

4.3 Analysis of Reassemble Delay 

 When a message is divided into several packets at the source 

node, all the packets of that message must be reassembled to the 

original message  at  the destination node. Then, till the final 

packet arrives, the preceding  packets  of the same message must wait 

for it at the destination node. We define this memory area as the 

reassemble buffer. We have already defined the time difference  be= 

tween arrival of the first packet and the final packet in the same 

message, as the reassemble delay. 

     As  shown in  Fig.4.1, packets of the same  message take the same 

path. Here, we mark one message. This message is divided into L 

packets, and these packets are denoted  by  Al.,  A2,...., and AL. The 

time when packet  Ai arrives at the  destination  is denoted  by  tA. 
                                                                          1 

Further, the time gap between the arrival time of  Ai and  Ai4.1 is 

denoted  by  Ti _T. Therefore, the reassemble delay of the marked 

message tR is defined as follows. 
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         tR= t- t'       RA
LAl 

     = T+ TL-2T(4.15)     L-11 

 ToobtaintmwemustderiveTi.ThetimegapT.is dependent 

 "onthe.numberoftheinterveningpacketsbetweeniki .oand  Ai, and 

    the number of segments in each intervening packet. From the  Assump-

    tion 3.4), there is no null-gap-time between adjacent packets in the 

    same message. Hence, under the condition that the intervening num-

    ber between                 A
14.1and  A. is n at the node  Nd-1' that is the preceding 

    node to the destination node  Nd, the probability that the time gap T 

 is  k,u, is given by • 

 n+1 
           /  n} = {ITPsoi) }  k>n+1 

              — 

                                   .+' =k  Z=1--                         i
l+j24 311+1 

       = 0 k<n (4.16) 

                                       (cI  Otilizing the probability density function f
int1)(i) that has been 

    derived in Chapter 3, the  probability that the time gap  T is  Iota, 

    is given by 

                         k-1 
         gf-r=k•ul = fCd-1)(j).g{T-Avu /  j} (4.17) 

                     j=0int 

   With  Eq.(4.17), we obtain the probability density function of the 

    time gap between adjacent packets of the same message . 

         Now, we are ready to derive the probability function of the re-

    assemble delay. This function is the L-fold compounded functi on of 
 g{T=k•u}. Further, the number of compounded L depends upon the 

   probability function PPm(i), which is derived in Chapter 2. 

         When message is divided into n packets, the probability that 

    the reassemble delay of this  message tR is  i•u, becomes 
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 n-1 
 PftR=i•u  /  n} =  X  77-gfT=jk.uf  i>n-1 

 k=1 

        = 0  i<n-1 (4 .18) 

Since the  probability that message is divided into n packets is given 

by Psp(n), the probability that  reassemble  time t
R is  i•u, is 

 i-1 
 PftR=i•u1 = P (k)-Pfd=i-u  /i>0 

                    k=2 Pm 

        = P
Pm(1) i=0 (4.19) 

Therefore, the average reassemble time TR is given by 

 TR  =  y  j•PftR=j•ul•u                                                        (4
.20)  j=0 

4.4 Message Traverse Time and Numerical Results 

     From  Eq.(4.1), the message traverse time  T
M for given path 

becomes 

 T=(i)(d)               fTP)+T++ T 

     . 

 icPathINs,Nd1`PuTT(d)R (4.21) 

T(i) and  T(i) are shown in Eq.(4.2) and  Eq .(4.14) of Sec.4.2. TR is  cpu 

derived in  Eq.(4.20) of Sec .4.2, when the path is given and the num-

ber of steps is known. 

     Now, for a numerical example, we evaluate the message traverse 

time on three packeting methods (i .e. Single, Sequential, and  Com-

plex). Message length has the exponential distribution with mean 

1000 bits. The parameters of the three packeting methods are chosen 

as follows. 
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              Single : L1= 0.5 L2 = 0.1 L3 = 0.01 

               Sequential :  L1 = 0.2 L2 = 0.1 L3 = 0.01 

               Complex  : L1= 0.2 L2 = 0.1_ L3=0.01 

             Further, for simplicity, let the  channel capacity in all  steps. 

        C be 10k bits and the  average  service time of the CPU per one packet 

        1/pcpube 0.01 sec. 

 Fig.4.3  shows the message traverse time versus channel utiliza-

        tion factor p  in .the  case that  the-  step number of the series network 

        is 3 and the channel number of input and/or output to a node is 4. 

        Here, p  means  the channel  utilization factor per message defined  by 

        the following. . 

 m•A 
   P =  77- (4.22) 

                 TM 
 (  sec  ) 

                                                      Single 

       10.0  m = 1000 .L1= 0.5 

. 

 C  =  10000                                                           L
2 = 0.1 

 n  =  3 . • 

               7.5  l/pcpu = 0.01 

                  5.0 

                                                               Complex 

                                                                                        .3                             Sequential N=5     2.5  N  =  10 

 Li=0.2 L20.1 L1= 0.2 
                                                                      L2 = 0.1 

                                                                        I Nip. 

       0 , 0.4 , 0.5 0.6  0.7  p 

 Fig.-4.3 The average message traverse time versus channel 

                 utilization  ( L3 ) 
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  From Eq.(4.9) and above Eq., the effective channel utilization fac-

 tor  pc is given by 

 pc = (4.23) 

       Since the three packeting methods have different transmission 

 efficiencies, effective channel utilization factor  p
c  is different 

 in each case for the same channel utilization factor p. When p is 

 increased to  1,  pc tends to 1 at the value of p less than 1. In the 

 Single packeting, this value is  p=0.681. The Sequential packeting 

 has p=0.718 and the Complex packeting has p=0.777. Fig.4.3  shows 

 that in each  method, TM diverges as p tends to this value. In the 

 case that p is less than 0.6, the three methods have almost similar 

  characteristics. 

 Fig.4.4 shows  TM versus the step number in the case that p is 

 0.5 and the number of input/output channels is 4. When n is larger 

 than 4, TM is linearly increasing as n increases. For the large 

 value of the step number n, the Single packeting is surperior to the 

 others. This is the reason why the Single packeting has a large re-

 assemble delay, but smaller nodal delay. When n tends to  a  large 

 value, the reassemble delay converges but nodal delay is increasing 

 linearly to n. Therefore, advantage of the Single packeting is 

 obvious. 

 Fig.4.S (a), (b), and (c) show the service time of CPU, the 

 channel transmission delay TT, and the reassemble  time  TR  versus p. 

 We choose the average service time of the CPU as 10 msec.. This is 

 much smaller than the ratio of the message length to channel capacity , 

 0.1. So, Tcpugives little effect to TM. Furthermore, channel 

 capacity  C=10k bits/sec  is  relatively small value in the computer-

 communication networks. That is the reason why TM has the value of 
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    order of second. If we choose C as 50k bits/sec ,  TM will be less 

    than the one by a factor of 5 in this case. 

     4.5 Conclusion 

         In this chapter, we have shown the analysis of the message 

    traverse time. This consists of three factors . Those are, 1)  CPU 

    service time, 2) channel transmission delay , and 3)  reassemble delay. 

         TM  (  
sec  ) 

 m  =  1000 

                   C = 10000 

    2.0  p  =  0.5 

                 1/11 = 0.01                     cpu 

        1.5 

 Sequential 

                       N = 10                                                 Si
ngle 

    1.0 L1 = 0.2                                                        L1 = 0.5 
                     L2 = 0.1                                                        L

2 = 0.1 

 Complex 

  0.5  N  =  5,  M  =  3 

                                       L1= 0.2 

 L2  =  0.1 

                                                         Number of steps        0 
 )n      2 3 4 5  6 7 

           Fig. 4.4 The average message traverse time versus 

                       the number of switching steps 

                      ( L3 = 0.01 ) 
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          Tc u(  sec  ) 
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     0.03 
                                                  Sequential 

                                                  Complex 

           ____._.---------- 

     / I i i I > P        0               1 

             0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

      Fig. 4.5(a) The average CPU time 

 TT  (  sec  ) 

 3.0 

      2.0 Single 

                                      Sequential 

       1.0 
                    Complex . 

                                                  P 

    0  0 .4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

     Fig. 4.5(b) The average channel transmission time 
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The first is obtained by  M/M/1 queueing model. To analyze the sec-

ond, we consider the channel transmission model as the imbedded 

Markov chain taken a segment as a unit. We sum up these two into a 

nodal delay. The third can be easily obtained by the compound method 

 ofprobabilityfunction,utilizingfint(i) and Psp(i). The message 

traverse delay can be easily derived from these three results. 

     From this analysis, we can obtain the message traverse time 

under the condition that channel capacity, network topology, and 

traffic matrix are given. On the other hand, choosing the fixed 

value of the message traverse time as an evaluation measure, the 

optimal designs of capacity assignment and topological  structure of 

the network would become possible. 

        TR  (  sec  ) 

 A 

      0.4 - 
                                 Single 

  0.2 Sequential 

                                                  Complex 

 0  ' 1  
            0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

       Fig. 4.5(c) The average reassemble time 
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                          CHAPTER  5 

              ACK METHODS FOR PACKET RETRANSMISSION 

 5.1 Introduction 

 5.1.1 Selective Repeat ARQ 

      In packet switching, selective repeat ARQ method is generally 

 used to enhence the reliability of packet channel-transmission. The 

 process of this method is shown in  Fig.5.l and described as  follows. 

      We assume that a node NA sends a packet to a node NB. A copy of 

 this packet is kept in the buffer of NA (defined as copy-buffer). 

 The node NB checks this packet and sends an ACK signal to N
A to inform 

 the receipt-state. There are two cases. First,  if packet is errone-

 ously received, NB asks NA to retransmit the same packet. Secondly, 

 if no error is found in the receiving packet, NB instruct NA to re-

 ject the copy packet. The node NA continues to send other packets 

 and to keep copies too. If NA knows the receipt-state of one packet 

 by an ACK signal, NA decides to retransmit or to reject the copy of 

 this packet, according to the ACK signal. In the former case, the 

 same process is repeated by both nodes and in the latter case, the 

 packet transmission is completed. 

 5.1.2 Classification of Retransmitted Packet and ACK Signal  

       Now, we classify  packet-retransmission into four cases. 

 1) Detecting  channel errors 

 2) Rejecting received packets due to the overflow of  Store-and-For-

     ward buffer at the receiving node 

 3) Rejecting the specific packets in order to recover the network 

      from the locking-up due to over-congestion 

 4) Missing several packets due to error of an ACK signal,  channel 

      failure, and system-down of the node, etc. 
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For the possible case of retransmission as shown above, three types 

of ACK signals can be considered. 

a) Packet-ACK: This is exchanged with the adjacent nodes, whenever 

    one packet is transmitted, and is  adapted  to the cases 1) and 2). 

    (Sometimes this is defined as link-by-link ACK.) 

b) Message-ACK: This is transfered to the message-source. node from 

    the message-destination node. This is utilized in the case 4) 

    (Defined as end-to-end ACK). 

c) Control-ACK: This is exchanged suitably between the unfixed 

    nodes that irregularly need to be exchanged, and adapted to the 

    case  3). 

                         Packet (  NA  --^  NB ) 

 ACK  (  NA4---  NB  ) 

    Sending-IReceiving-

           node                          Packet ( Ni-ANB)                                                         node 
 •   

• N
A              ACK (  NA ) NB 

   A  

  Copy- Copy-

  Buffer Buffer 

              Fig. 5.1 The process of the selective repeat 

                        ARQ method 
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 5.1.3 The Objective and the Model 

      In this chapter, we intend to investigate the control of re-

 transmission between the adjacent nodes in the network. Hence, we 

deal with the packet-ACK among the three ACKs. The packet-ACK is 

adapted to the case where channel errors or rejections due to the 

 S/F buffer-overflow occur. A channel error and a packet-rejection 

 are independent-of each other, so it is easy to discuss on both cases. 

But, for simplicity, we only deal with a channel error, since this 

has higher frequency of occurence than packet rejection. 

     We discuss on the various types of the ACK methods about packet-

ACK for  retransmission due to a channel error. In analyzing and e-

valuating the ACK methods, we adopt two factors as the evaluation 

measures. 

1) Transmission efficiency  nT defined in Chapter 2 

2) Packet response time T
res 

The latter Tres is defined as follows. 

Definition 5.1 Tres is the time separation, from the time when 

the sending node begins to transmit packet till the time when the 

sending node decides by a returned ACK signal, whether the same packet 

must be retransmitted or a copy of that packet must be discarded. 

During this time  Tres, copy packet is being kept in the sending node. 

So,T
resis the time required to complete link-by-link transmission 

of packet. 

      Furthermore, assumptions required in this  analysis  are summa-

rized as follows. 

5.1) Channel errors on transmission are independent of each other. 

5.2) Error rate of i-segment-packet is given by  ci 

5.3) All channel errors  ,are able to be detected. 

5.4) ACK signal cannot be damaged by a channel error. 
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 5.5) Buffer-memory size in a node is infinite . So there is no 

       packet rejection. 

5.6) Packets which are exchanged  between adjacent nodes are inde-

       pendent of each other. 

5.7) The service time of the CPU has the exponential distribution . 

5.2 Classification of ACK Methods  

     We defined the means how the receiving node informs the receipt-

state of packet to the sending node employing an ACK signal , as ACK 

methods. These ACK methods are classified into three independent 

classes, concerning to the way that an ACK signal is transmitted . 

     The first class is the problem to decide whether  an . ACK signal 

(Hereafter we call the ACK signal simply as ACK) is really transmitted. 

In this class, there are three ways. Those are: 

 1.a) Positive-ACK (P-ACK): ACK is returned to the sending node of 

      packet only when packet is correctly received. So, if the 

       receiving node detects a channel error, it does not turn an 

      ACK back to the sending node. If the sending node receives  no 

      ACK by the specific time TN, it judges that packet is  errone-

      ously received and retransmits the same packet . 

 1.b) Negative-ACK (N-ACK): This is the reverse to the P-ACK . Thus, 

      ACK is returned to the sending node, only when packet is erro-

       neously received. 

 1.c) All-ACK (A-ACK): ACK is returned to the sending node, whenever 

      packet is received. The sending node judges the receipt-state 

      by the information in the ACK. 

     The second class concerns the problem of deciding in which fash-

ion ACK will be transmitted. In this class three types are consid-

ered. 

2.a) Private packet for ACK: Whole packet is utilized to transmit 
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       ACK 

  2.b) Piggy-back fashion: ACK is piggy-backed in the header of nor-

        mal  packet which is transmitted to the same  node. 

  2.c) Sub-communication-channel: The network has another sub-channel 

        for transmission of control information besides main channel. 

        In this chapter we omit 2.c) . 

       The third class concerns the number of ACK signals which an ACK 

  packet can carry at a time. There are two cases. 

  3.a) Single ACK Control: One ACK packet can carry only one ACK. 

 3.b) Multi-ACK Control: An ACK packet can carry several numbers 

        of ACKs. In multi-ACK control, two control methods can be 

        considered. Those are i) time-control and ii)  waiting-number-

         control. The details are described in Sec.5.5 and  Sec.5.6. 

       Now, these three classes are independent of  each  other. Com-

  bining these three classes, the various ACK methods are obtained. 

 We  exhibit some of them, for example. 

 Ex.1 Single control, private fashion, P-ACK:  In  this case, P-ACK 

        is utilized. So only when a packet is correctly received, ACK 

        is returned to the sending node-with an ACK packet. 

  Ex.2 Multi-ACK with  time-control,  piggy-back fashion, A-ACK: In 

        this case, ACK signal is returned whenever packet is received. 

        ACK signal waits for the packet to be transmitted for the same      

' 
node. When the earliest ACK signal to the specific node waits 

        for piggy-back packet during some constant time, then, all the 

        ACK signals for that node are transmitted with private-packet 

        for ACK. 

  5.3 Evaluation Measures for ACK Methods 

  5.3.1 Packet Response Time 

       As defined in  Sec.5.1, packet response time Tres is  the time 
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separation between the beginning time of packet transmission and the 

time of deciding which packet is retransmitted or rejected. Hence, 

the packet response time of i-segment-packet, that is denoted by 

 t
res(i), can be generally  described  as follows. 

 tres(i) =  tp(i) + t(R)+ tfilt(T               cpuACK'Jcpu)(5.1) 

where: 

 t  (i) : Channel transmission time of i-segment-packet from the 

          sending node to the receiving node 

t(R) : CPU service time at the receiving node  cpu 

tACK(i) : Time required for the receiving node to inform the receipt-

          state to the sending node by a certain way in the case of 

            i-segment-packet 

t(T)         : CPU service time required for the sending node to decide  cpu 

          whether the receiving node asks to retransmit or not 

As defined in Chapter 3, we denote by u, the time required to trans-

mit one segment. So,  t  (i) is given by 

 t  (i)  =  i•u (5.2) 

The service time at the node, t(R)cpuand  t(T) can be described as the   cpu 

M/M/1 queueing model as well as the service time described in Chapter 

4. Let the average number of arrival packet at the node per unit 

time be  A and the average sevice time of the CPU be 1/ucpu. Then, 

the utilization factor of the CPU pcpuis given by 

             A 
  -P (5.3) 

                - 

        pcpu 
                cpu 

The average values of T(R)and  T(T) become               cpu cpu 

 T(r)  =  T(t)  -   1  
 cpu  cpuu

cpu(1-pcpu)(5.4) 
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  The tACK differs in each ACK method, but can be represented by the 

  general form as follows. 

        t(r= ,(4R),(ACK)                                    when ACK is returned       ACKD"I,p 

            I=  Tc when ACK is not returned (5.5) 

  where: 

 t(R) : Time that ACK signal waits to transfer to the sending node 

           at the receiving node - 

 t(ACK)          : The channel transmission time of packet with ACK 

  Tc: The time-out duration when ACK is not returned 

  Here, the sending node waits for ACK-return after transfering packet. 

  When ACK is not received in the duration  TN, the sending node deter-

  mines that ACK is not returned and processes the concerning packet 

  in copy buffer. The duration TN is given by 

 TN  =  T Tcpu(R)T(T)pu,(5.6)                           cTc 

  where T is the average value of packet transmission time and becomes 

    T = P  (i)  •t (i) =  S-11 (5.7)  P 
ieP  sP 

  In deciding  TN,-TN must have the larger value than the time duration 

  when ACK is most slowly returned. So, TN is expressed as follows. 

        TN =  max{t (i)} + 2 s Tcpu+maxT(R)4.t(ACK)(5.8) 

  where s is the safty-factor. 

  Therefore Tc is given by 

         Tc  =  ma)* +  maxft(R)+t(ACK)1 + 2•(s-1)•T- 
                                                           cpu 

                                                       (5.9) 
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                  ( Analyzing these t
wRand tpACK), we can obtain the  tACK'  Tc' and 

further  tres. 

5.3.2  Transmission Efficiency 

 Transmission  efficiency  TIT is discussed in Chapter 2. This is 

represented as follows. 

  1   n
T=(5.10)              LIqL71.4.yEsino.).0..y.+ a.L*11 

                    ieF 

Here, only the value of  6 and  Ls depend on ACK methods. The factor 

8 is the number of packet for the packet-ACK to one transmitting 

packet.  Ls is the ratio of a packet length for  ACK to a segment 

length. So, for the various ACK methods, by deriving  6 and  L5, we 

can analyze  nT. The  TIT is the expected value of the message  infor 

mation which is included in one transmitted bit. So,  lAT is the 

expected value of transmitted bits that are required to transmit one 

message bit. 

     Now we consider the relation between  nT and effective channel 

utilization factor  p*. Let channel capacity be  C and input  message 

traffic be A, then channel utilization factor per input message, p 

is given by 

  p =  m•X/C (5.11) 

The  p  , which takes into account of packeting loss, packet-transmis-

sion, and ACK transmission, is represented as follows. 

            1              (Tv — )•A 

                      P  P  =  _
nT(5.12) 

5.4  Single  ACK Control with ACK-private Packet 

     In this section, we  analyze  tACK in Eq.(5.1) for the P-ACK, 
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 ...N-ACK, and A-ACK, when one ACK signal is carried by one ACK-private 

 packet. We defined ACK private-packet as ACK packet. ACK packet is 

 generally composed of  nne segment. So, in Eq.(5.5), the channel 

 transmission time of ACK packet  t(ACK) becomes 

       t(ACK)    = u (5.13) 

                 * * 

 So, in  Eq.(5.10),  L5=L4=1 is determined. Now we only analyze the 

 t(R) In this analysis we introduce two approximations as follows. 

 Approximation 5.1 At the receiving node, the phenomenum that an 

 ACK packet waits for the transmission of an ACK packet seldom occurs. 

 Approximation  5.2 ACK packet independently occurs  to  'the normal 

 packet. So the occurence of ACK is uniformly distributed to the time 

  duration of packet transmission. 

 Approximation 5.2 means that an occurence of ACK packet depends upon 

 the probability function of the uniform distribution to the time axes 

 of the normal packet which is  transmitted  to the same node. This is 

  shown  in  Fig.5.2. 

       I/ Transmitting  packet, 

       1.17, 
 t2   t1 

                        tb O
ccurence 

 of  ACK 

        Fig. 5.2 The occurence of ACK signal 
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     From this, 

        (_       t
wR)tb to event A 

       = 0 to event B (5.14) 

     where event A represents the case that when ACK packet is going to 

     transfer, another normal packet is being transmitted on the same 

     channel, and event B is the case that when ACK packet is going to 

     transfer,  channel  is empty. 

     In event A, tb is the time that requires for  transmitting  packet to 

     complete the transmission. So, tb has the uniform distribution for 

     earlier packet length. The transmitting packet is the normal packet 

     and has the number of segments depended upon the probability  Psp(i). 

     So, the average time of tb is given by 

     Tb = Psp(i)-1112(5.15) 
 ieP 

     Furthermore,  an occurence of event A depends on the probability that 

     the channel is used. This  probability is the effective channel  util 
                           * 

     ization factor p given in  Eq.(5.12). Hence, the average value of 

    t(R)  is given by 

 T(R) = p*•Tb (5.16) 

     The number of ACK-return to one sending packet, and this p differ 

     in each ACK method. Now, we analyze each case. 

     5.4.1 P-ACK Method 

          In this method, only when packet is correctly received, ACK is 

     returned to the sending node. If an ACK is returned during time TN, 

     the sending node discards the copy of packet, otherwise it retrans-

     mits the same packet. The probability of retransmission of  i-segment-

     packet is equal to the packet error rate  ei. So the rate that ACK 
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 is returned is  (1-ei) and the one that ACK is not returned is  ei. 

. Hence, from Eq.(5.5), the  tACK of i-segment-packet is given by 

                                * _ 

 tACK(i) CL-6.c                 ).(1);S.11u)e.•T(5.17) 

 The packet response  tfine of i-segment packet,  Tres, becomes 

       Tres(i)  i•u + p -(1-p) +tACK(i) (5.18)                  cpucpu 

 Therefore, the average value of  t res, the transmission efficiency  TIT, 
 and the constant-time-duration  Tc are given by 

        Tres = Psp(i).tr es(i)                ieP 

                              2-g-ul u)  +             =  g•u + p e(1—p)(1—t') (p1e. 1-Tc                cpucpu 

                                                               (5.19) . 

  1                                                             5
.20)       nT=1,1:[1+E

sm1(i)..D..y.-1-(1-e.)}( 
                    ieP 

 Tc =  2•u•max{P} + 2•(s-1)•Tcpu+  u -  g•u (5.21) 

 where  e is the packet error rate and given by Eq.(2.20). 

 5.4.2 N-ACK Method 

      This method is considered as the reverse to P-ACK, and only when 

 packet is erroneously received, ACK is returned. So, the rate that 

ACK isreturnedise.1and the one that ACK1                                                  isnotreturnedis(1-e.). 

 The average value of packet response time and the transmission effi-

 ciency  nT are given by 

 L.(2L.3_411)ri_.T     Tres=g•u +  
             p-(1-p)Ei2'ci)'c                cpucpu 

 (5.22) 
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 1  

     n T=L
I.R.FIEsm(i)..÷6(5.23)  isP 

In this case, Tc is the same  in  Eq.(5.21). 

5.4.3 A-ACK Method 

     In  this, method, the receiving node returns ACK, whenever packet 

is received. So the rate that ACK is returned is 1. The times  tACK' 

 t res'  Tres' and  nT are given by 

 tACK(i)  = p        2 + u (5.24) 

     tres(i) =  i•u +  (5.25) 
                      p-(1-p)  +tACK(i)                  cpucpu 

    Tres721).11V
cpu(12Pcpu)(5.26) 

                - 

                                                       (5.27)         rIT1 .1..R.,./E"".+1)                              sm                      ieP 

                                                                                                                                                                                                         • 5.4.4 Results of Simulation and Calculation  

     To examine the validity of  approximations, we compare analytical 

results and simulation on the packet response time. The simulation 

is made using  GPSS  ,of IBM 370/165 Computer in Touyo Information Sys-

tem Ltd. 

     Fig.5.3 shows the packet response times of the calculation  and 

the simulation versus channel utilization factor p, for  L1=0.5,  L2= 

0.05,  L3=0.01, and  q=10-6 with the Single packeting. The correspond-

ence between simulation and theory can be said good. Thus, the as-

sumptions that we have introduced are proved suitable. 

• 
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 Fig.S.4 shows the transmission efficiency versus bit error rate 

q. Fig.5.5 shows the packet response time versus bit error rate q. 

In both figures, we  can  observe that, when bit error rate q is less 

than  10-4, packet retransmission cannot affect the  nT and  T
res. This 

is the same result as  shown  in  Fig.2.7 in Chapter 2. In Chapter 2 

we compare the various packeting methods, and in this chapter we  com-

pare the various ACK methods. 

         Tres (Transmission-) 
                   unit-time 

      15 

                                                      N-ACK 

                                     ( Single packeting ) 
   10  L1 = 0.5,L2= 0.04 

                                              L3 = 0.01,  11  =,106 

 5 P-ACK 

                                       A-ACK 

                                                     Caliculation 
                                             •  . Simulation 

 1  

   0 0.1 0 .2 0.3  -  0.4  0.5 

           Fig. 5.3 The average packet response time versus bit 

                         error rate 
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            Fig. 5.4 Transmission efficiency versus bit error rate 

      5.5 Multi-ACK Methods with Time-Control 

           In this and next sections, we deal with multi-ACK methods. In 

      this case, both ACK-private packet and piggy-back fashion are ana-

      lyzed. Here, we note that the former section dose not deal on the 

      piggy-back fashion. When the single-ACK method is used, this may be 

      possible but not realistic. The validity of the piggy-back fashion 

      is  derived  only by  the multi-ACK methods. 

           In multi-ACK methods,  tiV) of Eq.(5.5) is generally represented 
       as follows. 
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                      L-3= 0.01 

                                                      P-ACK 

     5  _  _ 
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      0  >a 

           10-7  10-6  10-5                                                    10-4 

       Fig.  5.• The average packet response time versus bit 

                    error rate 

     t(R)=  t+ tb to event A 

     =  t to event B (5 .28) 

                                                                                                    1 where the events A andBare similar to those in  Eq.(5.14), and tw 

is the time separation between the time when ACK  occurs and the time 

when  ACK-return-is possible after the constraint is satisfied. The 

time tb is the same in Sec.5.4. 

In almost all  cases. ACK must wait  at  the receiving node for this  T  . 

The constraint described above differs from each multi-ACK method. 

This section deals with time-control  multi-ACK. 

5.5.1 ACK private-packet fashion 

     Between any adjacent nodes, ACK packet is exchanged, whenever 

constant time duration D is passed. All ACK signals that occur during 

this D return to the sending node by one ACK packet which has  one-
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     segment length. So the constraint in this  ACK method is that ACK 

                                       

. .                     _ . 

     packet is  transmitted.olayrnt.the fixed time. The number of  ACK_sig-

     nals that:occur during D  has _the-Poisson  distribUtion, since the CPU 

     serves  packets,  and generates ACK signals depending on the Poisson 

     distribution. We  denote  this by PACK")' . 

        PACK(1) exp(7AA-D)-(AA.D)(5.29) 
                          i! 

     where  AA is the average number of ACK  signal that the  CPU-generates 

     per nuit time and is represented as follows for each case. 

 XA where P-ACK 

          =  R•A•c where N-ACK 

                      where A-ACK (5.30) 

     Fig.5.6 shows the occurences of k ACK signals. We denote by  ti, the 

     time when the i-th ACK signal occurs, and  xi is defined as follows. 

 xi -t.1 -1-(5.31) 

                        Thus, x.1has tbe_exponant01.4istribution  f(x) with mean  1/AA. 

 • 

• .  £00--.'eAWAe)  (5.32) 

 2-nd  ACK          
. 1-st ACK  . 3-rd ACK  (k-1)7th ACK k-th  ACK . 

  x1 x2 x3  t 

. t0t2t3tk-1 t 0k 

t=0 t=D 

            Fig.'5.6                         The occurence of  ACK signals in  time'duration D 
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The average value of  xi, that is denoted by  Xi, is given by 

       X1 =  f  x1•f(x1)dx1 

 0 

                       Dx/ 

       X2 = ff(x,)dxlfx2•f(x2)dx2 
   0 0 

   D •               D-xD-(x+x + +x.  ) 
 Xi =  f f(xl)dx,f1f(x2)dx2  f1 2  1-1  x..f(x)dx. 
 0 0 0 

                                                       (5.33) 

We execute integration and obtain the following. 

    1 1-4_                                     njxAj-1  X
i--T-A- exp(-AA•D)•17A +1if 1  (5.34)                               j = J' 

The average  time  of  ti/, under the condition that k  ACK, occur during 

D, that is denoted by Tw(k), is given by 

                k 
 (k-i+1)•Xi 
 T(k) = D i=1 k (5.35) 

Hence, the average time of  tw is given by 

 TW  =  /  PACK(k)  -Tw(k) (5.36) 
 k=1 

Therefore,  Tres,  T' and Tc  are 

       Tres = + 2•Tcpu+  (1-P)•T 

                                                                S-11                          •Tw(k) + p*(5.37)                    P*I/PACK(k) 
                             k=1 

   1  
 T =  Si (5.38)  L

1.11  +  I  Esm(i)•(i•y.  + X-I))1 

                                   A 

                    icP 
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       Tc =  {2•max{P} + 1 -  g}•u + D + 2•(s-1)•Tcpu(5.39) 

where 

 Pte= 1-c. where P-ACK                  1 

    =  e. where N-ACK 
               1 

    = 1 where A-ACK 

 1= 1 where P-ACK 

     =  y.-1 where N-ACK 

     =  y . where A-ACK 

 5.5.2 Piggy-back Fashion 

    The ACK signals piggy-back to the normal packet which is trans-

metted to the identical node  NT. But, after the node NR sends the 

normal packet, if there occurs no normal packet to NT during the fix-

ed time D, an ACK private-packet is dispatched to transmit all the 

ACKs. The probability  PAP that an ACK packet is dispatched is the 

probability that there occurs no normal packet to node NT during D. 

Thus,  PAP is given by 

 PAP =1-fAexp(-A-x)dx 
               0P 

    =  exp(-X  -D) (5.40) 

  where  A is the average number of normal packet that is transmitted 

 to the node  NT per unit time, and becomes 

       A = 51-A 

In the case where an ACK piggy-backs to the normal packet, the wait-

ing time of the ACK TW1(R) at the node NR is given by 
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      T(R)         '
141 =  Pother•(Tother Temp)  (1-Pother)•Temp 

       = p
other•Tother+ Temp (5.41) 

where  P
other is the probability that when ACK is being transmitted, 

there exists transmitting packet on channel,  T
other is the average 

time that  requiied the packet to be transmitted completely , and 

Temp is the time separation till the next normal packet occurs . In 

Sec.5.4,  Pother is p and T
other is  8•u/2. If the time separation 

becomes D, the ACK private packet is dispatched . Then, Temp is 

              D 

              ft-A -exp(-A  •t)dt 
  Temp0 P                                                         (5

.42)               f

0A •exp(-A  •t)dt 

 Hence, TW1(R) is 

   TW1)=8"
21 + 111                        1-exp(-X+  exp(-A-D)•(D +gyp)} 

                                                       (5.43) 

When an ACK is returned by an ACK private-packet, the waiting time 

TW2() is similar to Eq.(5.34). In this case , we need not consider 

the situation that the ACK packet waits for transmitting packet on 

channel. Thus, Tw2(R)is given by 

      T(R) = P(k)-Tw(k) 
            k1ACK  W2(5.44) 

                  = 

     ( Hence,TWR)is given by 

      T(R) (l_p).T(R)p.T)        APW1AP
W2  (5.45) 

Therefore,  Tres,  nT, and  T
c become as follows. 
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       Tres  = + 2•T+ (1-P)-T
c+ P•{T(R)+u}cpu(5.46) 

               = 1
1.-114-1E.Mqi"(i+P-8./A-D)1 (5.47) 

        iePAPA 

             Tc =  13•maX(P} -•+ D  +  2-(s -1)-T 
 cpu (5.48) 

      5.6 Multi-ACK Methods with Waiting-Number-Control 

 In this section, the constraint on the ACK methods is  that , the 

     waiting number of ACK signals reaches to the fixed number N. 

      5.6.1 ACK-private-Packet Fashion 

          When the waiting number of ACK signal  is.  N, an ACK packet is 

                                (      dispatched to the sending node . The time twR)is similar to Eq.(5. 

     28). Then we derive  tw. The occurence of an ACK signal  isshown 

     in Fig.5.7. We denote by  ti, the time when the i-th ACK is arrived 

     after an ACK  paket has  returned. Further,  xi is defined as  Eq.(5. 

      31), xi=ti-ti -l. The value of xi has the exponential distribution 

     with mean  1/AA. Now we denote by  Ti the time separation between  ti 

      andt n.Then.r.1isthe following. 

           Ti=til-ti=X1.+11-Xi .+24-"" xn (5.49) 

       2-nd ACK  Nth ACK 

        1-st ACK 3-rd ACK  (N -1)7th ACK 

 xl1x3I I, xNt.                      x2 

 t=0tl         t2 t3  •tN-1 tN 

          Fig. 5.7 The occurence of N ACK signals 
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This  Ti is the waiting time of the i-th packet and has the  (n-i)- 

Erlang distribution with mean  tn-i)/AA. We defined  Yi as the expected 

 valueoft..Then,Y-is given by 

      Y. f
0T.-f(i)()dT                 erlr.i 

         =  (n-i)/A
A                                                        (5.50) 

where f erl(i)(x) is the i-Erlang distribution. 

                (A )i      f(i)
(x.)=A-1-1'     erl--.x-expk- A-x)  (S.S1) 

 Hence, Twbecomes 

       I r     T.= n-I   W- 
2-A  (5 .52) 

The  Tres'  nT' and  Tc are given  by 

     Tre s = + 2-T  + (1-P1-T+Pfn-1 +-*-fg.u+     cpu-Ij                     c12-AA2ul 

 (S.S3) 

•    1  

    TIT  L 
+ 

                 ie 
              /PEsm(i)*(i-Yi +  %/n)] (5.54) 

      Tc  =  12•max[P1 +  1 -  gi•u + 2•(s -I)•Tn-1 (5.55)                                                           +s--- 
                           cpuAA 

where  Ei  is similar in  Sec.S.5 and s is the safety factor. 

 5.6.2 Piggy-back Fashion  

    The ACK signals are carried to the sending node NT by the  AOT-

mal packet which is transmitted to the identical node NT. When the 

waiting number of ACKs becomes N before the normal packet occurs, 

then an ACK packet which contains all ACK signals is dispatched. 

First, we derive the probability  PAP that an ACK packet is dispatched 

This is equal to the probability that no normal packet occurs before 
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     the n-th ACK signal occurs. The time separation between the arrivals 

    of the first packet and the n-th packet, which is denoted by  T, has 

    the  (n-I)-Erlang distribution  f(n-1)(x) with mean (n-1)/A. Hence,  erlA 

 PAn is given by 

                                       cc'                                      x                               r 

           PAner=f
0f°1l1)(x).(1-fX .exp(-A.-t)dt)dx  OP 

                     n                    AA-1 c°.(AA+A)n-1                                      p 
n-2                                        x -expf-(A

p+AA)xldx                      (A.+A,n-10                '
pi(n-2)! 

                  AA r-i 
    XA+x

p(5.56)             i 

     In the case where an ACK piggy-backs to the normal packet, the wait-

    ing time of the ACK, Tg) at the node NR is given by Eq.(5.41). In 
     this case, the time Temp is 

           Temp  = f
oAp.t'exP(-Ap•t)dt-g•u = 1/Ap-g-u  (5.57) 

    Hence(R) is          TiW 

            T(R).13**111F.       W125-0*u 
                                                           (5.58) 

    When an ACK is returned by ACK packet, the waiting time  Tg) is the 
     same as the case of the  ACK-private packet fashion. We denote by  Yi 

     the average waiting time of the i-th ACK signal. Yi is given by 

   co t  
                                                       Y.=f

P-exp(-A.t)dtferl41(x)dx 

             n-i  n-i+1 AA-1)            (1-A1 
             A P-(A+A )j         3=1Ap(5 .59) 

     In this case, there is no transmitting packet on  channel. Thus, 

 T(R) is given by  W2 
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•                    Yi 
       i=1* 

    T(R)s•u    W2
n2                                                         (5 .60) 

  Therefore,  T
res,  nT, and  Tc are given by 

         Tres  = Sql-F2Tcpu+(1-P)-T
c 

 - 

                     +P{(1-PA
n).T—(,R)+1).-T._(_R)1                wiAnwz (5.61) 

   1  
            T=             .1,1{1+B ,_(i).(1..y.,.+8.*Pin)}(5.62)         i

eP'mAn 

       Tc =  3max014.(s-1)•S -111-2(s-1)Tcpu (5.63) 

  5.7 Calculated Results of  Multi-ACK Methods  

         In this section, we obtain the calculation results on the 

  packet response time  Tres and the transmission efficiency  nT and 

  compare various ACK  methods  with them. In numerical results,  the 

 A-ACK method and the Single packeting method are utilized. 

 Furthermore, let average message length be 1000  bits , channel ca-

 pacity C  50 kbits/sec, L1 0.5, L2 0.04, L3 0.01, and bit error rate 

 q  10-6. 

         Fig.5.8 and Fig.5.9 show the transmission efficiency  nT  versus 

  channel utilization factor p in the cases of the  ACK-private packet 

  fashion and the piggy-back fashion. Here, the case where N is equal 

  to 1 means the Single ACK control method. Concerning to  nT, the 

  multi-ACK methods are superior to the Single ACK method, without the 

  condition that p is less than 0.2 in time-control ACK method. The 

  time-control ACK method has bad characteristics in small p. This  is 

  the reason why in this method, an ACK packet is returned to the ad-
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   jacent node whether any ACK signals exist or do not exist. In this 

   point, the time-control ACK method must be improved. 

        So, we consider the constraint that if there exists no ACK sig-

   nal, the ACK  packet is not returned. In Figs.5.8 and 5.9, the dotted 

   lines show this case. We can observe the good improvement. Further-

   more, it can be seen that the piggy-back fashion is generally better 

   than the ACK-private fashion. 

 Fig.5.10  and  Fig.5-11 show tha packet response time versus chan-

   nel utilization factor p in the cases of the  ACK-private packet fash-

   ion and the piggy-back fashion. In the case of small value of p, 

   the time-control method is considerably better than the waiting-num-

   ber-control method. 

         Improved time-control-method is quite superior to the  waiting-

   number-control, regarding to the packet transmission time. Further-

   more, as well as the case of  nT, in the case of  Tres, the piggy-back 

   fashion is superior to ACK-private-packet fashion. 

        Therefore, we can conclude that, as long as  nT and Tres are con-

   cerned, the multi-ACK method with time-control and the piggy-back 

   fashion is the most suitable to the packet-switching computer-commu-

    nication network. 

    5.8 Conclusion 

         In this chapter, we discuss on the ACK method of the selective 

    repeat ARQ to be suitable to the computer-communication network. We 

   classify the various ACK methods and can exploit the time-control 

    multi-ACK method as a result of  classification. 

         Furthermore, as the evaluation measure, we introduce the trans-

    mession efficiency  nT described in Chapter 2 and define a new  meas-

    ure, the packet response time  Tres. Concerning to  nT and  Tres' we 

    analyze the various ACK methods theoretically. Thus, calculating' 
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     Fig. 5.8 Transmission efficiency versus channel utilization 

                factor in the case of ACK private-packet fashion 

            nT 

 N  =  4  D  =  0.1 
      0.7  N  =  2 „didellip.1.111."-- 

         0.6 
                                                    N = 1 

         0.5 

 D  =  0.03 
         0.4 

        0.3 
 D  =  0.05 

         0.2 

 0.1 

     0 0.1 0.2 0.3  ' 0.4 0.5 0.6 

    Fig. 5.9 Transmission efficiency versus channel  utilization 

                factor in the case  of  piggy-back fashion 
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                                                                                        N.= 5 

 D  = 0.05 N = 4 

                                                                N = 3 

   5 _ N = 2                                    D 
= 0.03 

                                                N = 1 

         0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

            Fig. 5.10 The average packet response time versus channel 

                         utilization factor in the case of ACK private-

                         packet fashion 
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Fig. 5.11 The average packet response time versus channel 

            utilization factor in the case  of  piggy-back 

             fashion 
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them in the some  praCtical case of channel utilization factor p, the 

numerical results are  obtained. 

 CoMparing the various ACK methods in regard to  nT and  Tres' we 

can obtain some important results. We  summarize them as follows. 

 1) The multi-ACK methods are generally superior to the single ACK 

 methods. 

2) In the multi-ACK, the piggy-back fashion is considered to have 

    the  effectiveness and to be better than the ACK-private packet 

 fashion. 

3) In the multi-ACK  methods,  the time-control is superior to the 

    waiting-number control in the almost all the value of  channel 

    utilization factor p. 

4)  Therefore,  we  insist that the  multi-ACK method with  time-control. 

    and piggy-back fashion is the best ACK method in the computer-

    communicaion network as long as the transmission efficiency and 

    the packet response time are  concerned. 

•                                

. — 
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                        CHAPTER 6 

 ISARITHMIC FLOW CONTROL METHOD 

6.1 Introduction  

     Congestion control problem is one of the most difficult and 

the most important problems in general communication network. In 

 computer-communication network, since a message must traverse  more 

rapidly and more reliablly, the requirement of congestion  control 

method is  urgent. Basically, this problem is classified into two 

classes. Those are: 

1) Routing procedure 

2) Flow control 

     The first deals how messages or packets are smoothly and rapid-

ly transfered through the network. Thus, by finding a good path 

from the source to the destination (of messages or  packets), the com-

munication systems are prevented from over-congestion. The algorithm 

that finds or selects a good route for each message or packet is the 

routing procedure. 

     The second deals with the methods that the networks  are.prevent-

ed from the over-congestion by limiting the amount of the input-traf-

fic. In this problem, the. difficulties are how to find the messages 

that will cause to over-congestion and  how  to halt these messages 

out of the computer network without serious delay-losses. 

     In this chapter, we discuss on the latter  method, i.e. flow con-

trol. There are three principal  methods'on flow control. Those are: 

 ,1)  End-t6-end link control 

2) Local control 

3) Centralized control 

In the first method, the number of links between any pair of nodes _ 
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       in the network is restricted. But, the data rate of link is  differ-

                                                                                            , 

       ent each other. Thus, when the data rate is quite fluctuated accord-

       ing to each message, this method is considered to be disadvantageous . 

       In the second method, neighboring nodes inform the state of  conges-

       tion, of its own node for each other. But, since the informations of 

       remote-located nodes are much delayed, rapid effect for congestion 

       control cannot be obtained. In the third method, the network has 

       the information-center which can instruct the situation of the con-

       gestion.  This center makes each node halt, permit and reject the 

       input-messages. But the control information of this center must be 

       updated with the advance of time. This updating information may 

        newly cause the another over-congestion. 

             In 1972, D.W.Davies presented the Isarithmic flow control  meth- . 

       ods. In this method, amount of packets less than constant value can 

       be simultaneously admitted into the  network, introducing the concept 

       of permits. On this Isarithmic networks, W.L.Price has investigated 

       many problems by computer simulation. But, there is no theoretical 

       analysis on this method. 

            In this chapter, we try to study  theoretically on the behaviors 

       of one arbitrary node in the network. Thus, we represent a node 

       model as  duplicated queueing system and analyze it. Furthermore, 

       concerning to this  method; some improvements and their advantages 

        are  presented. 

       6.2 Concept of Isarithmic Network  

            In this method, a message is divided into some packets of con-

       stant length at the source node. Thus, the Single packeting method, 

      which is described in Chapter 2, is utilized. Further, the total 

       number of packets in the network is kept as the value less than con-

       stant value. Since the traffic in the network is strictly  restrained 
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 under the total capacity of network, the occurence of  fatal-conges-

 tion cannot be existed, although slight congestions may locally occur. 

      A constant number of permits are issued in the network. When 

 a message comes in the network, it is divided into some packets at 

 the source node. Hereafter, we define these packets as external 

 packets. Then, among these external packets, the packets which ob-

 tain a permit can be admitted in the network. The packets that have 

 permits and are traversing in the network are defined as internal 

 packets. The remaining packets which cannot obtain permits must 

 wait at this node till they get permits. On the other hand, permits 

 are cruising in the network  for  waiting external packets as well as 

 taxi for fares. When permit finds a waiting external packet, it 

 makes that packet admit in the network. Then, this packet can trav-

 erse in the network and reach the destination node. At this point, 

 a permit is released from this packet, and it is cruising again. - 

      There are two types of the internal packets in the Isarithmic 

 network. Those are 

 1) Data packet 

 2) Empty packet 

 The first indicates the normal packet, including  ACK-packet,  Control-

 packet, and so on. This packet always has one permit and releases 

 it at the destination node. The second has no information (i.e. mes-

 sage  data and control information), and only carries several permits. 

 Each node has the permit buffer that some permits can be stored for 

 external packets. The size of this buffer is finite and is usually 

 chosen as small value. If this permit-buffer is not full, arrival 

 permits are stored in it. But, when excess permits arrive, they can-

 not be stored and  continue to cruise in the network. In this case, 

 the empty packet is utilized to carry these permits. 
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       I 

       Where:  JA means whether this node is the destination of this packet. 

               JB means whether permit buffer is full. 

       Fig. 6.1 The behavior of switching node in  'the  Isarithmic network      
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     Thus, we represent the behavior of each node in the  Isarith-

mic network in  Fig.6.1.  AS shown in Fig.6.1, we  definse the process 

that an external packet obtains a permit, as the permitting process. 

In each node, there are five types of queues. Those are: 

1) Output  queues on each transmission channel 

2) Queue for the CPU service 

3) Reassemble queue 

4) Queue of external packet 

5) Permit queue 

     The 1), 2), and 3) are discussed in Chapter 4. The queue of 

external packet is composed of the external packets that cannot ob-

tain permit at arrival time and wait for it. On the other hand, the 

permit queue is composed of  the  permits that can be stored in the 

permit-buffer and wait for  the external packet. 

     The permitting process is corresponding to these two queues. 

Furthermore, we pursue the analysis of permitting process and the 

behaviors of these two queues. 

 6.3 AltindLs122sTAIILIAEDassla 

6.3.1 Duplicated Queueing Model  with Permits and External Packets-

     In the Isarithmic packet-switching network, the message  trav-

erse time  TM  is given by 

     TM = T(s) + (T(i) T(i)) T(d) T(d) (6.1) 
               iePathINS'ND1cPucpu 

We have  already discussed on T(i),T(i),and T(d}in Chapter 4 and                        cpu T 

those  can  be adopted in this chapter. In  Eq.(6.1), only the  first 

term  T(s) is unique for us. This means the time required for each 

external packet to obtain a permit after it arrived at the source 

node NS'We try to obtain this  T(s) theoretically, in this section. 
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     The time  T is the average time in the queue of the external packet 

     of the duplicated queueing model as shown in Fig .6.2. Furthermore, 

     the following assumptions are introduced . 

     6.1) The arrival of the external  packet-has the  Poisson  distribu-

            tion with mean A
o per unit time. 

     6.2) The arrival of the internal packet at a node from the neigh-

           boring nodes has the Poisson distribution with mean  A
in per 

            unit time. 

     6.3) The buffer for the external packets has infinite size . 

     6.4) The node can store  M  permits. If the number of permits in 

            the node exceeds M, the excess permits are transfered to the 

           adjacent nodes with the empty packet. 

                                                                                A.                                                               in 

                                                 A. .q. ( i-per-

         Queue of Ain.(1ciall 

 external  pac.et     A1111Permitting       o 1111 
 Process Permit queue 

            external 
    packet( Maximum; M ) 

       Fig. 6.2 Model of permitting process 
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 6.5) The internal packet has k-permits with the probability  qk (k= 

        0, 1, 2, , S). Thus the maximum value  of permits that one 

        internal packet  can carry is S. 

 6.6) The service time of the CPU is much less than the waiting time 

        of an external packet in the permitting process. Thus, it can 

        be neglected. 

 6.3.2  Analysis of Duplicated Queueing Model 

      From the assumptions, both the external packet and the internal 

 packet have the Poisson arrival, the probability that one external 

 packet and internal packet arrive at the node during quite minute 

 time At are 

         o•At +  0(At) for external packet 

 Ain.At +  0(At) for internal packet(6.2) 

 where  0(At)/At tends to 0 as At tends to 0. 

 The probability that more than  two packets arrive during At is 

 X. .A -(At)2 +  0(At) and is equal to  0(At). Thus, during At, more   ino 

 than two arrivals cannot occur. 

      Then we define the state of this permitting process. The node 

 can store the maximum of M permits, simultaneously. We represent 

 this state as E0. When the node stores i permits  (1<i<M), this is 

 represented as  Em_i In these states (i.e. E0,  El, ,  Em_1), an 

 external packet can obtain a permit, as soon as it arrives at the 

 node. Hence, there is no waiting of the external packets. The state 

 EM means that there is no permit and no external packet in this per-

 mitting process. While the node does not store any permit, the ar-

 riving external packets wait for the permits. When  i  external 

 packets wait for  permits, we represent this state as  There-
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       fore, we can define the state  Ei (  i=0,1,2,.,.,M,...). On condition 

       that the state of the permitting process is  E at time  t+At, we can 

       assume that one of the following three events occured during At. 

       Those are: 

       1) Event A : The state is  En at time t and there is no arrival of                   

. a  packet . during At. 

       2) Event B : The state is  Ep_i at time t and one external packet 

                       arrives during  At. 

       3)  Event .0 The state is En+k at time t and one internal  packet-                  

- with k permits arrives during At  (k=1, S). 

       In  Fig.6.3.,  we represent  the state transition diagram. Here, con-

       cerning to  the  event C, we must add the following special case. 

       That is: 

            When n  is . equal to 0, there is no lower state than  Ect. Thus, 

       in this  case,  we must modify the event C as follows. The state is 

       E. at time t and one internal packet with k permits arrives during 

     At, where  i=1, S and  k=i, S. 

             From the  state  transition. diagram  in  Fig.6.3, the state equa-

       tions are given by 

                                                               i-1 
             P(t+At) = P(t)(1P)+ P(t)•(1- 1q)-P.      00-outikin                     i=1 k=0 

 Pn(t+At) = Pn(t)•(1-Poutgall-P. )+Pn-1(t)-Pout                   in 

            k1inPn+k(t)-Pk(6.3) 

                                 = 

 whereP.MistheprobabilitythatthestateisE-at time t, 

       PinA.=A •At + 0(At), 

                n 

 Pout=o.At +  0(At), 
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 Where  : P*= 1--qP .       nooutall'
in 

          Fig. 6.3 State transition diagram



and gall= 
i/1qi =  1-q0. 

                   = 

 When we  make  At tend to 0, the state equation is derived as  follows; 

      S  i-1 
 P0(t)  = Pi(t)•(1- qk)•Xin 

        i=1 k=0 

                         S 
 Pn(t) = Pn -1(t)-Xo+

k1iPn+k(t)-Ank 

                                     = 

                -P
n(t)•(X +qallin           -X) (6.4) 

     o 

 Under the condition that the traffic-processing-rate for the external 

 packet defined as  pE, is less than 1, we can obtain the steady-state 

 equation, where  pE  is 

   o(6.5)         P
E 

 X. 
 11111 

  The steady-state equation is 

                    i-1 
         y Pi(1- co•Ain-po•A0  = 0 

      i=1 k=0 

        Pn-1.Ao+
k/1Pn+k.Ain.qkPn(Aoqall'Ain) =0(6.6) 

                     = 

 whereP.is the probability that  the state is  E.. Here, we intro-

 duce Zn defined as follows. 

      S  i-1 
      Zn= P.+(1- qk)-Xin-Pn-X0 (6.7)       n1

i=1nk=0 

 Then, 

        10= 0                                                  (6.8) 
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 Zn4.1-211 =                    Ao•Pn-Pn+1(clall•Ain+Ao) 

          +4(P
n+k+1•qk) = 0 (6'9)                   k0 

Thus, 

 Zn = 0 (6.10) 

In the case where S is equal to 1, the state probability  Pi is easily 

obtained.  Eq.(6.10) is simplified as follows. 

 Pn+1•Ain(1-q1) =  0 (6.11) 

Hence, the state probability  Pn is 

          Ao  
     P- 

                                  - 

       nA.qallin'Pn-1-(X -qall2Pn-2 
 in 

        n• r(6.12)                          PE0 

For these state probabilities, the following constraint is obtained. 

           P.= 1 
 i=0(6.13) 

Therefore, 

       PO = 1-PE 

 Pn =  (1-PE)•PE (6.14) 

6.3.3 Calculated Results of the Expected Waiting Time 

     In this  section, we obtain the expected waiting time of the 

external packets and the permits. The former may imply the  effec-

tiveness of congestion control. For, if these external packet is 

admitted without any buffering-effect, the network may suffer the 

over-congestion. The latter shows the excess-control of this method. 

The average total time of stored permits in the whole  network.re-
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       presents the overhead of the network throughput  capacity. At first, 

      we will obtain the expected waiting time of the  external packets in 

       the queue of permitting process. The average number of the external 

      packets in the queue  Lout is given by 

            L= yk.(k-M) 
             out  k=M+1 

 M+1                     P
E 
    1-pE (6.15) 

       From Little's Formula,/goutbecomes 

       out = p(6.16) 
             out  Ao Ain.gall.(1PE) 

      Then, we obtain the expected waiting time of permit  Wper. The aver-

      age number of the permits in the permitting process Lper is 

 M-1 
                        (M-k)-13k                Lper

.  k=0 

                    PE(1-PE)  
      m- 1 -p

E (6.17) 

      Thus, W
per is 

                    L
per  
 Per  Ain•gall (6.18) 

 Fig..6.4 shows the characteristics of the average number of permitting 

 process.  Lout and Lperversus  M, the maximum value of permits that 

      one  node can store. Fig.6.5 (a) and (b) show the characteristics of 

       the average waiting time of permitting process  Wout and  Wper versus M. 

      For small value of  M, Lper and Wper are quite small, but Loutand W
out 
       are  very large. The more M increases, the larger L

perand Wper become 
       and the smaller  Lout and Wo

utbecome. Both characteristics are 

      crossing at the  middle value range of M. 
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        Fig.6.6 shows the average waiting time Wout and W,
ret versus the 

  traffic-processing-rate  pu. The time  Wout is quite small for pE<0.5 

  and tends to infinity aspEtends to 1. On the other hand,  W
per is                  ., 

 0 at both  pE=0.0 and  pE=1.0, and has the maximum value at  pE=0.5 for 

  each M. The reasons are the following: 

       At  pE=1, the arrival rate of the external packet is equal to 

  one of the  permits. The buffer of the external packet is infinite, 

  but the permits can be stored to the value of M at  most. Hence, the 

  waiting time of permit is 0. At  pE=0  , the arrival of the external 

  packets is zero or the one of permits is infinite. Thus, the buffer 

  Lout 

 Lper 
   ^ 

 xo  =  10 • 

                   ---- L

......................e.,..„....„.......„,,,„,„„/„...7p=0.3                     out             -----Lper 10                                                               p=0.6 

    - 

                ...
.... 

                  ...._                  

• 

- • - - - - - - 

                            p=0.6 . 
           '-'' T

._ ...., .... .... ..... ...• ......... 

0 5 10 15 

     Fig. 6.4 The average waiting number of permitting process 

                 for permits and external packets 
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 Fig.  6.5(a) The average waiting time of external packet 
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        Fig. 6.5(b) The average waiting time of permit 
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of permits is full at once and almost all permits except  only M 

mermits are transmitted to the adjacent node with no  Waiting time 

for the external  packet. Therefore, the average waiting time of 

permits is nearly equal to 0. 

     Fig.6.7 shows the optimal value of M versus  pE. We define 

optimal M as the value of M that makes the summation  W=ct•W
per + 

 0•Wout be the smallest. Here, we choose  ot=a=1. Thus, given  pE, we 

can design the number of permits that can be stored in the node. 

     WoutWper 

                A 
  0.10  _  2.0 

 W
out 

 M  =  1 

 M  =  2 

 0.05.  _  1.0 _ 

                             per 

                          M = 2 

 M  = 1        44111k 
  ). PE 

  0 0.5 1 .0 

  Fig. 6.6 The average waiting time of external packet and 

               permit versus channel utilization factor 
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      Fig. 6.7 The optimal value M for summation of  Wout and 

                 W
per versus channel utilization factor 
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 6.4 Improvement of Isarithmic Method  

       In the Isarithmic network, the external packet cannot be  ad-

 mitted in the  network, before it obtains a permit. Thus, an  exter-

 nal packet with no permit cannot be transmitted to the next node, 

 even if the transmission channel is empty. This state makes the 

 channel utilization be low value. Among these external packets which 

 do not have a permit, the packets that destine the adjacent node may 

 stay in the network for a short time. Thus, these packets cannot 

 cause the network over-congestion, if they are admitted in the net-

 work without a permit, only when the channel is empty. 

      Therefore, we introduce the following improvement. That is: 

      When a transmission channel to the adjacent node is empty, an 

 external packet which destines to the same node can be admitted with-

 out a permit. In this section, we analyze the effectiveness of this 

 improvement. Thus, we represent this process as in Fig.6.8. We 

 consider one output channel of the switching node. One internal 

 packet has one permit with probability  Gall' For simplicity, the 

 node cannot store the permit. So,  when  there is no waiting external 

 packet, the permit is transfered to the next node at once. Among 

 the external packets, there are some packets which destine to the ad-

 jacent node with probability P. When the transmission channel is 

 empty. We assume that this channel is slotted by one-packet-length 

 and each packet is transmitted in each time slot. 

                (       We represent by P
kn), the probability that at time n, the num-

 ber of the waiting packets and the transmitting packets in the out-

 put queue of this transmission channel is k. Both the external packet 

 and the internal packet have the Poisson arrival. Hence, the proba-

 bility P(n+1) is given by        Po             n+1) 



 Output Channel 

  Output Queue 

     t  

                  Packwt switching 

 ,process  

     I 

                    A.       in all C 
                                          some  of                        Permitt -

Xin(1-qall -  ing Packets for the adjacent 
           Permit oces node ( Probability p  ) 

              Queue 

            Queue   
                  of 

 • 

          external   

               packet r 

 X. 
       in 

   Internal  A  out 
       Packet 

                       External 
                       Packet 

  Fig. 6.8 Model of permitting process in the improved Isarithmic 

               network 
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         P(11+1) = IP(n)+P(1n)}•Pois(0  /  A )-Pois(0 / X0'1)) (6.19)        0 

  where Pois(A/B) is the probability that the number of arrival is A, 

  under the condition that the mean arrival rate is B per unit time . 

                         (   Thus , in  general, the probability Pkn+1) is given by 

 p(n+1) Tp(n)+p(n)1 Pois(k/                                     Ain) Pois(0 /  Ao•p)        o1'' 

 +Pois(k-1 /  Ai
n);{1-Pois(0 /  Ao•p)} 

 k+1 () 
    +
1/ Ain)  (6.20)                   i=2 

  If the utilization factor of this channel is less than 1, we can 

  obtain the steady-state-probability. We define this as  P
i. 

 lim  P(n) =  Pk (6.21) 
            n÷co 

 Pk = 1 (6.22) 
 k=1 • 

 Therefore, we can obtain the numerical value of the probability  P
o 
 and the number of packet which can go through the permitting process 

 per unit time, defined as Ao. 

 Ao = (1)0+131).P.A
o(6.23) 

 Then, the arrival rate of the external packet to the queue of the 

 external packet changes and  new arrival rate  Xi
) is 

               =  

 oXo-Xo=Xo{1-(P0+P1).0                                                       (6.24) 

 From  Eq.(6.15), the average number of the external packets in the 
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queue of the permitting process  Lout is 

                                                       (6.25)        L
out  l+p 

where 

 P = Xo/Xin.gall 

The improvement factor T, which is defined as the ratio of the  dif-

ference between Lout and Lout to Lout is 

         T =Lout  - 1                 2_1142   -(6.26)   .1- 
P(1-P ) 

Fig.6.9 shows the improvement factor  T versus traffic-processing-

            T 

 0.75p = 
                           =0 .4                 gall 

                                                      Xi n= 0.3 
0.50 X= 0 .4                                                   in 

                                                      Xin= 0.5 

                                                      X. = 0.6                                                             in 

   0.25 

                                                   PE 

 0 0.5  1.6 

   Fig. 6.9 The degree of improvement versus  traffic-procesSing-

                 rate 
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  rate  pE. Introducing this means,  L
out is improved more than  40% at 

 pE=0.5, without any serious congestions. 

  6.5 Conclusion  

       The Isarithmic flow control method is one of the most interest-

  ing methods in regard to keeping the packet switching network from 

 over-congestion. In this chapter, we represent the switching  node 

  in the Isarithmic network as the duplicated queueing model and ana-

  lyze this model theoretically. As a result of this analysis, we can 

  derive the average waiting time of the external packet and the permit. 

  We assume that the former implies the effectiveness of the congestion-

  control and the latter, the excess control. We  show  the numerical 

  results of those characteristics. Further, utilizing the waiting 

  time of the external packet, we can obtain the message traverse time 

  in the  Isarithmic network. 

       This  Isarithmic method has the obvious disadvantage, i.e. low 

  throughput. This is the reason  .why the external packet with no permit 

  cannot be transmitted, even if the transmission channel is empty. 

  Thus, we present the one method of improvement so that the external 

  packet which destines to the adjacent node can be transmitted without 

  a permit, only when the transmission channel is free. Further, we 

' can analyze this improved Isarithmic network with Imbedded Markov 

  chain and obtain the extents of this improvement. From this analysis, 

  we insist that this improvement makes the throughput of the network 

  quite large, without any serious congestions. 
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 CHAPTER 7 

                        BLOCK SWITCHING METHOD 

      7.1 Introduction  

           So far we have been discussing on the packet switching for  com-

      puter-communication networks. As discussed in the previous chapters, 

      the packet switching is most advantageous for a traffic in the  com-

      puter-communication network, where messages have short length as an 

      average and  frequently occur. But, when the messages are very long 

      such as data-file or still-picture transmission, the direct switching 

      or the time-division-multiplexing line switching is superior to the 

      packet switching. Further, the tranffic characteristics of the com-

      puter-communication network are widely fluctuating according to the 

      time of day, the day of week, the week of month, season, and geograph-

      ical area etc. Thus, it seems unfavorable that only one switching 

      method whether it is packet switching or line switching, handles the 

      whole of network traffic. Therefore, we may insist that in the com-

      puter-communication network, the hybrid switching system which has 

      both the packet-switching function and the line-switching function 

      is more advantageous 

           The hybrid switching networks are generally classified into 

      three  types. Those are: 

      1) Independent parallel type 

      2) Dependent parallel type 

      3) Compound type 

           In the first type, the network is duplicately composed of two 

      independent subnetworks of the packet-switching and the line-switch-

      ing. Two subnetworks are connected with each other through the inter-

      face at every node. So, network user can choose one between two 

      switching systems, according to his message length. In realization 
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    of this system, there is not any problem except the interface of the 

    subnetworks. But, since it must be composed of two independent net-

   works, it is quite costly and has low system efficiency. 

         In the second type, the network is constructed with both func-

   tions and is operated in  one  of two functions. The operation of the 

   network can exchange from one function to another . Thus, the network 

   chooses the switching function between two options according to the 

   characteristics of the input traffic at each time. In this case, 

   when the whole network is operated in only one switching function , 

   this hybrid method can not be so efficient . But, when the network is 

   composed of several independent channels, which can be operate  in  any 

   function, and when the network operator can vary the rate of the num-

   ber of line-switching channels to the  number  of packet-switching 

   channels according to the characteristics of input-traffic , this net-

   work may have superiority to the first type. Some researchers have 

   investigated this type of the hybrid switching systems and confirmed 

   the effectiveness of this system. But few have described the reali-

   zation of such methods. Even if these systems can be realized , they 

   will be quite complicated. 

        In the third type, the network has both functions and can be 

   operated in both switching modes, simultaneously. Thus, network users 

   utilize one  function of two optional switching functions according 

   to his message length, at any time. 

        This chapter deals with the third type, i.e. the compound hybrid-

   switching system. We present the realizable method of compound-type 

   hybrid-switching and define this as  block switching . This method is 

   based upon the slotted-packet-switching , where the transmission  chan-

   nel is slotted into one-packet-length and a packet is sent on a time 

   slot. Further, this method has a new ability of reservation of time 
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      slots in addition to the functions of the slotted packet switching. 

     We describe the general concept and the composition of the block 

     switching system, and discuss on the superiority of this system to 

      other switching systems. 

     7.2 Basic Concept of Block Switching System 

           In the block switching system, the Single packeting is utilized. 

      So, all packets in the network have the same length (i.e. one-seg-

      ment-length). Further, all transmission channel in the network is 

      slotted by this one-packet-length, and a packet is transmitted on 

      this time slot by timing-controller. 

           There are simultaneously two transmission modes in this system. 

      Those are: 

     a) Store-and-Forward mode (S/F mode) 

     b) Reserved block mode (R/B mode) 

     The S/F mode is similar to the normal packet switching. Thus, a mes-

      sage is divided into several packets in the source node and each 

      packet independently traverses through the network on Store-and-For-

     ward way, without setting the end-to-end link before the message is 

      transmitted. 

           On the other hand, the  R/B mode corresponds to the line switch-

      ing. That is the reason why, in this mode, a message sender must 

      connect the end-to-end link with a message receiver before he trans-

      fers this message, as well as in the line  switching. The link  con-

                                                                                                                             . 

      nection means the reservation of adequate number of time-slots ( we 

      call time slot as block, hereafter) at each channel on the linked 

      path. When link is completely connected, the message sender trans-

      fers the message to the source node. At the source node, this mes-

      sage is transformed into several packets and  these packets are trans-

      mitted on Store-and-Forward way in the network. 
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     Corresponding to two transmission modes, there are four types 

of packets in the network as shown in  Fig.7.1. Those are: 

1) S/F message-packet 

2)  R/B link-packet 

3) R/B message-packet 

4) ACK packet 

 The  S/F  message-packet is utilized to transmit message-bits on 

S/F mode. On the other hand, when a network user wants to transmit 

a message on R/B mode, he must connect the end-to-end link to his 

receiver by the R/B link-packet, at first. After connecting link, 

he can transmit this message, utilizing the R/B message-packet. The 

 ACK-packet is utilized to exchange acknowledgments and control infor-

mations between nodes. The first and the fourth packets are trans-

mitted on S/F mode, while the second and the third on R/B mode. 

     Now, we describe the actual operation  of  the block switching 

network. As shown in Fig.7.2, a network  user  can choose one between 

two optional modes, according to his message length. If his message 

length is short, he will choose the  S/F mode transmission. He types 

in the  message from his terminal console, indicating  hig receiver 

and a transmission mode, where his receiver may be a large computer 

or a terminal console in  remote-location. Further, sometimes the 

sender may  be  the large computer. The message is handled by the net-

work as in the case of packet switching. When the message is cor-

rectly delivered to the receiving node, a message-ACK is returned to 

the source node by ACK-packet and the node transfers it to the source 

terminal. By this ACK, he knows that his message is completely sent 

to his destination. 

     On the other hand, if his message is quite long, the S/F mode 

 transmission is considered to be disadvantageous way. Thus, he must 
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    a) S/F message-packet 

  ID AD MN CI PN TEXT (message bits)  CH 

    b)  R/B link-packet 

  ID AD  MN CI LN  Additional Information 

    c) R/B  message-packet. 

  ID AD MN TEXT  (message bits)  SE 

    d) ACK packet 

  ID AD MN CI ACK Additional Information CF 

  ID : Identification of packet MN Message  number' 

  CI  : Control information PN : Packet number 

  AD : Address information LN  : Link number 
  CH :  Cheek bits for channel error detection 

  SN : Sequence number of packets of R/B mode 

  ACK : Acknowledgement information 

  Fig. 7.1  Four types of packets in  the block switching 

             method 
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  utilize the R/B mode transmission. At first, he types in a R/B link-

   packet with the name of his destination and required transmission 

   data-rate. This link-packet reserves the time slots of each channel 

   on the path from the source node to the destination node. Reaching 

   to the destination node, link-packet completely connects the end-to-

  end link. Then, the destination node returns a link-ACK to the  source 

  node by the  ACK:packet. When the source node recieves this, the 

  source node transfers it to the source terminal. At this time, be-

  tween the source and the destination terminals, the logical path is 

   connected. Then, the user can transmit his message intd the network, 

  according to the  -data rate of this logical path. Then this message 

  is packetted at the source node and is transmitted on R/B mode trans-

  mession. The final packet of this message makes this link open, 

  when it is transmitted. 

                                                          Reassemble 
short -buffer 

  message S/F packet 
                                                                                        AV 

                   - BLOCK   Reassemble -1 

  4  SWITCHING 
      message-ACK message -ACK message 

                             NETWORK           R/B li
nk-packet 

        link-ACK 4 link-cont+     (I ste  4p) 

   long message 

  (2 step)i   Packetingl R/B 0Removing                                                      header 
                        message-

•packetmessage 

    SOURCE NODE DESTINATION  NODE  

          Fig. 7.2 The Behavior of the block switching network 
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  7.3 Operating Behaviors of Switching Node 

       The operation that the switching node processes the arrival 

  packets is shown in Fig.7.3. The arrival packets are recognized to 

  be one of four types by its identification bits. Each type of packet 

  is served with different nodal processing. 

       The first, an S/F message-packet is served with the packet 

  switching processing. When  an incoming packet is an S/F message-

  packet and destines this node, it is stored in the reassemble buff-

  er till all packets of the same message arrive. If  this packet des-

  tines another node, the next node to be transmitted is determined, 

  utilizing the routing-control-table for  the.  S/F packet.t Then, the 

  packet is put into the output queue to wait for being transmitted to 

  the node decided. If there is no other waiting packet in this queue, 

  or if this packet has the highest priority in the queue at that time, 

  it is transmitted to the next node on a given block. In this figure 

 (i.e.  Fig.7.3), we omit the process of a packet-ACK as described in 

  Chapter 5. 

        The second, an  R/B link-packet is served with the link-connect-

  ion process. At first, an incoming link-packet is inquired whether 

  it aims at this node, or not. In the former case, since the link-

  packet reaches to its destination node, the link is completely con-

  nected from the source node to the destination node and a logical 

  path is established. Thus, this node returns a link-ACK to the source 

  node, utilizing an ACK-packet. 

       Further, in the latter case of the R/B link-packet, the next 

  node is chosen from all the neighboring nodes by the routing-table 

    We mean by the S/F packet, both the S/F message-packet and the 

     ACK-packet. 
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    for the R/B  packet.t                           Then this switching node sets up a link to the 

    next node. To set up a link is to secure one link-control-buffer in 

    this node, and then to reserve the blocks at intervals of constant 

    number of blocks. This interval of block can vary for each link. 

    Thus, choosing adequate number of interval, we can obtain the  requirf 

    data rate of a link. In one transmission channel, the number of  lin] 

    control-buffers (we sometimes call this as a link-buffer) is limited 

    to a fixed value. If all link-buffers are already utilized, link  -

   packet is put into the link-queue and waits till a link-buffer is 

    able to be used for this link-packet. The details of the link-con-

    trol behavior and a link-control-buffer at each node are described ii 

    the next section. After setting up a link, the  R/B link-packet is 

    sent to the next node on one of the receiving blocks. 

         The third,  an  RIB message-packet  is served with the process  ana: 

    ogous  to time-division-multiplexing line-switching. At first, the 

 R/B message packet is examined whether this node is the destination 

    of it, or not. In the former case, the header of packet is taken of: 

    and the contents of packet are transfered to  the  destination  termina 

    or computer. In the latter case, the packet is removed into the  lin] 

 _control-buffer and waits for the reserving block of that link-buffer 

   The reserving block of each link-buffer is indicated by the  link-

    counter in each link-buffer. When the link-counter directs that the 

    following block is reserved, the clock gate is open and the  R/B mes-

    sage-packet intervenes in the top of the output queue of the channel 

    for the specific next node. Then, at the following block, the  R/B 

    message-packet can be transmitted. When, the final packet of this 

      Similarly, we mean by the  R/B packet, both the R/B message-packet 

      and the R/B link-packet. 
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link is transmitted, it makes the link-buffer open at each node 

through the path. After this, this link-buffer can be utilized by 

any other link. 

     An ACK-packet is served with the nodal process as well as an 

S/F message packet. 

     In operating the block switching network, we must transfer sev-

eral kinds of control—information to update the routing table, to 

monitor the failure of the system and so on. We assume that an ACK-

packet can transfer those control-informations. 

7.4 Link Control Behaviors and Link-Control-Buffer 

     In this section, a link-control-buffer and its behaviors are 

described. Each switching node has a certain number of link-control-

buffers, which is shown in Fig.7.4. The link-control-buffer (or 

link-buffer) has three basic functions. Those are: 

1) To store safely the R/B packet of this link 

2) To detect the reserving block of this link 

3) To transfer the R/B packet on the reserving block 

Accomplishing these functions, the link buffer is composed of the 

followings as shown in Fig.7.4. 

a)  Packet-tag-number 

     This corresponds to the function 1) and is used to identify the 

packet from other packets in this node. When the node completely 

receives R/B packet, the node assignes  a  tag-number to that packet. 

This tag-number is put into the link-buffer. When an R/B packet is 

transfered to the next node, the packet-tag number in the link-buffer 

becomes zero and keeps zero till  the  following R/B packet is received. 

b) Link-counter  

     This is applied to accomplish the functions 2) and 3). This 

link-counter indicates the reserving block and controls the clock 
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gate to make packet-tag-number intervene into the top of output-

queue. 

     In each link, the reservation of block is controlled not by the 

position of a block in the time axes, but by the interval of the 

block number, which is denoted by R. Thus, each link has the occu-

pying block at every  (R+1) blocks. This is managed by this link-

counter. 

     The link-counter is keeping step with each block (i.e. time 

slot) and is substracted one at every block. On setting-up-link, 

the  R/B link—packet secures the link-buffer and starts to reserve 

blocks. At the first reserving block, this link-packet is transfer-

                    Packet-Tag-Number 

                   Memory Area for storing 

 R/B Packet 

                    Link-Counter 

                    Link-Number 

                    Link-Release-Flag 

                  Additional Control 

                   Information 

         Fig. 7.4 Link-control-buffer 
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 ed to the next node, and then, link-counter is set at the value of R. 

 The counter is taken away one at each block. When the value of the 

 counter becomes zero, the counter indicates that the next block is 

 reserved by this link-buffer. Then, the counter opens the  clock-gate 

 and makes packet-tag-number intervene to the top of the output queue. 

Hence, the R/B packet in this link-buffer can utilize the next block. 

 If'there is no  R/B  packet  at this time, (that  is,  packet-tag-number 

 indicates zero) no intervening occurs, and another S/F packet can 

utilize this block. At the next block, the counter is reset at the 

value of R, again. 

      The interval of blocks, R is variable at each link. Thus, 

choosing an adequate value for R, we can obtain the required data 

rate of the link. But, since the value of R is not fixed, and sev-

eral link-buffers are simultaneously utilized to one channel, some 

 link counters may indicate the reservation block at the same time. 

Therefore, we must give priority to the link-control-buffer. When 

reservations are duplicated, the order of transmission is decided 

by the grade of the priority of the links. This additional delay 

of the R/B packet may affect the behaviors of the link-control at 

 the next node. Thus, on setting-up-link, reservation of the switch-

ing node is set up so that the R/B packet will have to stay at node 

during several blocks. 

c) Link-release-flag  

      This is utilized to  release a link-control-buffer from a link. 

This flag has 1 or 0 as a value. 

      When a link-packet secures a link-buffer, the value of this 

flag is set to be 0. This is kept 0 till the final R/B-message-

packet in this link arrives. This final packet resets the flag to 

be 1. 
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          If the value of this flag is 0, no link-release operation is 

     done. But when this is 1, this makes the contents of this link-

     buffer clean and the link-counter stop, as soon as the  packet-tag-

  - number intervenes into the output queue . After this, this link-

     buffer can be used by another link. 

     7.5 A Comparison of Three Switching Methods for Throughput 

          Characteristics  

          In this section, we compare three switching methods i.e. packet 

     switching, line switching, and block switching on the throughput 

     characteristics that one transmission channel can handle. Let chan-

     nel capacity be C, one packet length that is equal each other,  PL, 

     and one link capacity in line switching and  R/B mode of block switch-

     ing,  Co. 

          For simplicity, we adopt the following analysis models to each 

     switching methods. 

     1) Packet switching is represented by  M/D/1 queueing model with in-

         put traffic of  X and transmission time of  PL/C. 

     2) Line switching is represneted by M/M/s queueing model. In this 

         model, let average input traffic be  Ac, average message length, 

 a•PL, and density of channel-transmission,  a. Where  a>l,  121<a<1, 

         and the holding time of channel becomes 

                   a.PL 
   h =a .0 (7.1).                 0 

     3) Block switching is represented by the compound model of the 

         first and the second models with mixture rate r, where r is a 

         rate of channel capacity of the R/B mode to the total channel 

         capacity C. 

     A) Packet  switching• 
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        This model has the Poisson arrival with mean  A per unit time 

  and the constant service of PL/C. Then, the channel utilization 

  factor p becomes 

  pp _pPL (7.2) 

                                                                                                                                                                                • 

  For the value of ppand the service time required for a packet to be 

  completely transmitted on channel, the summation of the waiting time 

  and the service time in this queue, W is given by 

                     2-p 
         W  = (7.3)  2C  (1 _p

p) 

  The throughput of packet switching  T is given by 

 T  =pT (7.4) 

  where  TIT is the transmission efficiency  discribed in  Chapter  2. 

  B) Line switching 

        This model is assumed to have the Poisson arrival with mean Ac' 

  the exponential service time with mean h, and S independent channels. 

  Since the total channel capacity is C and  Co for each channel, the 

  channel number S, the channel utilization factor of one channel  ac, 

  and the total channel utilization  factor  pc are given by 

  S = C/C0(7.5) 

  ac  =  Ac•11 (7.6) 

     pc= ac/S = Ac.11-C0/C (7.7) 

   In this case,  the  call reject  rate  er that message is rejected, due 

  to the fact that all channels are already utilized, is given by 

              aS  S an 
   e=c                                                          (7.8)       rSCLn! 

 n=0 
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       Eq.(7.8) is called as Erlang's loss formula. The throughput of 

       line-switching is given by 

 T =  A
c•a•13L (7.9) 

      C) Block switching  

            In this methad, channel capacity C is divided into two modes, 

       i.e.  R/B mode and S/F mode according to the mixture rate r. Hence 

       the R/B mode has capacity with  r•C and S/F mode with  (1-r)•C. 

            The R/B mode resembles to the line switching. In this case, 

       let all links have the same link capacity  Co, for simplicity. The 

       allowable number of link in one channel Sbc becomes 

            S =  r•C                                                              (7.10)           bc  C
0 

      The holding time is similar to  Eq.(7.1) and call reject rate is given 

      similarly by Eq.(7.8). The throughput of the  R/B mode of the block 

      switching Tbc is given by 

      Tbc =  (1-r)••a•PL (7.11) 

      Since the S/F mode is almost similar to the packet switching, the 

       throughput Tb
s is 

              Tbs =  (l-r)•C•Pp•T1T  Ir•C-A
c•(a+1)PL/•Pp•TIT (7.12) 

      Therefore, the total throughput of the block switching Tb is 

     Tb = Tbs + Tbc (7.13) 

 Fig.7.5 shows the comparison of the throughput rate of the block 

      switching to the line switching and that of the block switching the 

       to the packet switching versus mixture rate r. In this case, let C 

      be 1 Mbits/sec,  Co 50 kbits/sec, and  Pb 1000 bits. Furthermore, we 
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decide the service grade of each switching method as follows. In 

the packet switching and the S/F mode of the block switching, the 

waiting and the transmission time W is chosen to be less than 

0.002 second (This means that only the waiting time is less than 

0.001). In the line switching and the R/B mode of the block switch-

ing, call reject rate is chosen to be less than 0.001. Further, we 

choose  a=20,  8=0.5. Thus, the average holding time of the line 

switching and the  R/B mode becomes 0.8 sec. Since the Single packet-

ing is utilized in the packet switching and the S/F mode, the trans-

mission efficiency  nT is chosen to be 0.5. As shown in  Fig.7.5, the 

block switching is superior to the other two switching methods on 

the throughput characteristics. 

7.6  "Considerations  

     We consider the advantages, the disadvantages, and the important 

problems on the block switching and we summarize them as follows. 

A) The advantages of the block switching  

 A-1) In the block switching network, a network user can choose the 

      transmission mode from two optional modes according to his 

      message length or holding time. 

A-2) If a user chooses R/B mode, he can easily select the data rate 

      of link by setting adequate value R, according to his message 

      length or data rate of his terminal. 

A-3) In the line switching, the channel cannot be utilized by any 

      other users and is empty, during establishing the link-con-

      nection. This is an over-head of the line switching that 

      cannot be neglected. But, in the block switching, when link-

      connection is established, the reserved block which has been 

      already set-up link can be utilized freely by other S/F packets. 

      Thus, there exists no set-up loss in the block switching. 
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   Fig. 7.5 Throughput rate versus mixture rate 
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   A-4) When the whole network is over-congested and the all lock-up 

          phenomenum occurs, the packet switching method cannot release 

          the network from this lock-up without any serious  losses. On 

         the contrary, the block switching has the  R/B mode capacity 

          that cannot cause the lock-up. Thus, even if the area of S/F 

          mode is fully locked-up, it can easily release the network 

         from  lock=up, utilizing several number of  R/B channels as S/F 

           channels. 

   A-5) As shown in  Fig.7.5, the block switching is better than other 

          switchings in throughput characteristics. 

   A-6) As described  above, this block switching has more efficient 

         and more flexible ability than the line switching and the 

          packet switching. 

   B) The disadvantages of the block switching  

 B-1) In the block switching, the switching node requires more  func-

          tions than in other switchings. Thus, the load of the CPU in 

 'the node is considered to increase greatly . 

   B-2) Each channel is slotted by the one-packet-length. Thus, in 

         each channel, the timing function is required. 

   B-3) In each link of the R/B mode, the link-control-buffers are 

          required at each node on the path  of link. Hence, in the 

          switching node, a great deal of buffer memory is needed. 

   B-4) In this method, the Single packeting method is utilized. This 

          packeting method has worse efficiency than other packeting 

          methods and the variable-length-type. 

   C) The important problems in the block switching  

 C-1) Routing procedures for the R/B mode packet and the S/F mode 

          packet 

    C-2) Affection of the fluctuation of traffic of the R/B mode on the 
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      delay and congestion state of the S/F mode 

C-3) Schedules of the reservations of the R/B mode in setting up 

     link 

7.6 Conclusion  

     In this chapter, we present the block switching method as hybrid 

switching. The general concepts of block switching are described. 

Then, we compare this method with the packet switching and the line 

switching in throughput and obtain the superiority of block switching 

to these switching methods. Furthermore, we discuss on the advan-

tages, the disadvantages, and the problems on the block switching, 

and insist that there are many good points in this method. 

     In constructing the hybrid network, there are three types of 

the orientations. Those are: 

1) Line-switching oriented hybrid network with the ability of packet 

    switching 

2) Packet-switching oriented hybrid network with the ability of 

    line-switching 

3) Neutral hybrid network with the ability of both switchings 

     The block switching can become any of the three hybrid network, 

varying the limit number of the link-control-buffer in the node. It 

is strongly insisted that the rate between two switching modes can 

be varied, even while network is operating. We insist that the block 

switching system can be actually realized, in addition to those 

advantages. 
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                         CHAPTER 8 

                        CONCLUSIONS 

     This thesis has pursued to gain insight into the packet switch-

ing system applicable to computer-communication networks. The major 

objectives of this thesis are: 

1) To develop the mathematical tools for evaluation and optimizing 

    the system performance 

2) To exploit useful techniques for packet switching 

For these purposes, we have investigated several important problems 

described as follows. 

1) Packeting method 

2) Analysis of the delivering behavior of packet-sequence of the 

     same message 

3)  Analysis of the message traverse time 

4) Packet-ACK method 

5) Isarithmic flow control method 

6) Block switching method 

     In regard to each problem, the representative results in this 

thesis are summarized as follows. 

Packeting method  

1-a) Four types of packeting methods (i.e. Single, Sequential, Ex-

      ponential, and Complex packetings) have been presented. 

1-b) Utilizing three items (i.e. the set of packets  P , the proba-

     bility P
Pm(i) that one message is divide(Pinto  i  packets, and 

      the probability P
sp(i) that one packet contains  i-segment), 

      four packeting methods have been represented mathematically . 

1-c) Transmission efficiency and packet error rate have been defined 

      as the evaluaion measures, and have been derived mathematically 

      in each packeting method. Utilizing these measures, we can 
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           design the optimum packet structure. 

    The delivering behavior of packet-sequence of the same message 

     2-a) We have been able to represent this process as the Markov chain 

           model, introducing some approximations. The validity of these 

           approximations has been secured by computer simulation. 

    2-b) Analyzing this Markov model, the probability density function 

           of packet-intervening number has been obtained. Utilizing 

           this probability function, the reassemble delay of a message 

           can be easily derived. 

     The message traverse time  

     3-a) From the aspects of some unique points, the message traverse 

           time of general packeting  methods  has been obtained. 

    3-b) Utilizing this as the evaluation measure, the designs of  to-

           pological structure and capacity assignment can be accom-

           plished. 

    Packet-ACK method  

     4-a) Two multi-ACK control' methods (i.e. time-control and waiting-

           number-control) have been presented. 

     4-b) Various ACK methods have been classified into three classes. 

     4-c) The transmission efficiency and the packet response time have 

           been defined as the performance measures, and have been 

           mathematically analyzed on each packet-ACK method. 

    4-d) As long as the transmission efficiency and the packet response 

           time are concerned, we can insist that time-control multi-ACK 

          method with piggy-back fashion is the best in the various 

           packet-ACK methods. 

     Isarithmic flow control method  

     5-a) We have represented one switching node in the network as the 

           duplicated queueing model and have analyzed them mathematically. 
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5-b) As the results of this analysis, the effectiveness of the con-

      gestion control and the excess-control have been obtained. 

5-c) The optimum storage size of permit can be easily derived. 

5-d) Further, the message traverse time in the Isarithmic network 

      can be obtained. 

5-e) The improvement that the external packet which destines for 

      the adjacent node can be transmitted without a permit, only 

      when the transmission channel is free, have been introduced. 

      It is noted that this improvement makes the throughput of 

      the network quite large, without any serious congestions. 

Block switching method  

6-a) The block switching that have both abilities of packet switch-

      ing and line switching have been presented. 

6-b) This method has been shown to have many advantages regarding 

      to throughput, flexibility, reliability, and high performance. 

6-c) We insist that this block switching can be easily realized 

      and vary its characteristics suitably according to the change 

      of the input-traffic of the network. 

     In this dissertation, we have developed several mathematical 

tools to evaluate and design the packet-switching computer-communi-

cation networks. But we have not dealt with  the optimization prob-

lems at all. Therefore, utilizing these results, the optimization 

of the packet-switching computer-communication network is left un-

solved for future research. 
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